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With Mabelle F. Rose presiding.
f East Union and Seven Tree Naomi Chapter, OjE.S., held its in
Grange cf Union were Jointly in- stallation of officers Friday. There
[EDITORIAL]
swlled Wednesday In Union by was a large attendance with eight
George Mower of Bangor and ' Chapters represented.
NAMING THE OFFENDERS
<tafl cf officers which included. ' Worthy Matron Mabelle Rose as
The most surprising thing in connection with the investi
jI;_, Lena Knapp (Master of River- . installing officer was assisted by
gation of the Pearl Harbor fiasco is the completeness and
fide Grange of Brewer, regalia ‘ Worthy Patren Charles Rose, Gladys
frankness with which the committee has handled the dis
bearer, Mrs. Mae Keeler, lecturer Davis as marshal, and Ella Davis as
graceful affair. On the day of the attack, when the news
of Penobscot Pomona Orange;
filtered across the broad Pacific of the tremendous damage
chaplain.
emblem Dearer, Mrs.
Delight
wrought by the Japs, the opinion was freely expressed by
Led by the worthy patron, all pres
everybody that there was “something rotten in Denmark,”
Hamin, lady assistant steward of
and the voice of the people, who could only guess at the
queen City Grange of Bangor; ent renewed their allegiance to the
extent of it, found quick echo in the press and radio reports.
chaplain. Mrs. Edna Morse, Ban Flag, this being followed by singing
The rapidity with which President Roosevelt dispatched his
ker. Ceres of Penobscot Pomona “America.”
investigating committee to the Hawaiian Isalands was a reflec
Grange pianist. Miss Priscilla Ross
The officers installed were: Jessie
tion of the feeling in official circles, and an evidence, judged
Of Queen City Grange of Bangor.
Harris, W. M.; Herbert A. Harris,
by the high character of the investigators, that the inquiry
The work was effectively done,
was to be a genuine and thorough one. But some official in
and many words of praise were W. P.; Mabel Wilson, A. M.; Henry
vestigations in the past have declined to commit them
heard. Mrs. Knapp presented white Paterson, A. P.; Margaret Cant, sec
selves to definite criticism, and it must have been with no
carnation' pinks to tftS two Eldest retary; Blanche Simfrions, treasurer;
little surprise that the people of the world heard over the
members presenL—E. E. (Light and Gwendolyn Dowling, Conductress;
radio Saturday night that direct and damaging charges had
Benjamin Jones. Mr. Jones has Gladys Davis, A. C.; Daisy Davis,
been made against men so high in authority. Of what avail
never missed an Installation since
chaplain;
Mary
Marriott,
marshal;
now to revile those Army and Navy officials who disregarded
h? joined the Orange over 00 years
Katherine
Morris,
organist;
Evelyn
the handwriting on the wall, and permitted the needless sac
ago. and although his eyesight
Hunnewell,
Adah;
Elizabeth
Imrifice
of so many lives and such a tremendous amount of most
has failed him he can still hear,
lach, Ruth; Winifred Milne, Esther;
necessary
property. The world today knows that those men
and enjoy the meetings.
Anne Bragdon, Martha; Mabelle
were
criminally
derelict in their duties, and there is a very
Supper was served, after which
Rose, Electa; Beulah Allen, warder;
unanimous
desire
that an example be made of them which will
a shert program was presented.
Clayton Hunnewell, sentinel.
render
any
such
disgraceful
occurrence an extremely unlikely
Visitors were present from Wey
The
newly installed worthy ma
matter
for
many
years
to
come.
The Pearl Harbor blunder
mouth Grange of Thomaston,
tron Jessie Harris, was escorted to
is
a
disgrace
which
must
be
wiped
out, and when we repeat
Evening Star of Washington,
the East through an aisle formed by
the
slogan
“
Remember
Pearl
Harbor!
” let’s all remember
White Oak or North Warren, and ten members, carrying flowers emit in that connection.
Boothbay.
blamatic of the colors of the Star
The Pioneer officers installed points. These they presented to the
THINLY SCATTERED FORCES
were: Master James Dornan over worthy matron with an appropri
seer. Harold bayr; lecturer, Mary ate verse. Daisy Davis, accompanied
What a pity that America and England must scatter their
Berry; steward, Allen Young; as by Past Matron Harriet B. Rawley,
forces so thinly. Russia and China are fighting in their own
sistant steward. Rodney Norwood;
dooryard—and doing a most complete job, it must be admitted
sang an original song to the tune of
chaplain. Hazel Yeung; treasured, “Somewhere a voice is calling."
but the men of England are scattered throughout an Empire
George Payson; secretary, Bernice Junior Past Matron Mabelle Rose,
on which the sun never sets, while America is battling in two
Young;
gate keeper,
Marion welcoming the worthy matron to the
oceans while its diplomats are bending every stroke to pre
Young; Ceres, Amelia Dornan; East, completed the bouquet.
vent the entrance of the enemy to the south of us. We are all
Pomona. Lura Norwood; Flora, Ora
proud of the splendid record which is being made by the almost
Worthy Patron Herbert Harris was
Merrifield; lady assistant steward, escorted to the East along the square
overwhelmed Gen. MacArthur; and we are proud of the
Ruth Norwood.
achievements
of our Navy and our Air Forces in other locali
formed by William Imlach, Henry
Seven Tree officers are: 'Master, Paterson, Harold Dowling, Willis
ties. Admittedly the Japs have the upper hand by fighting
David Carroll; overseer. Cheater Wilson, Henry Allen, Harlan Brag
so close to their own shores, but when there is a more thorough
Butler; lecturer, Muriel Butler; dcn, Clayton Hunnewell and Alfred
disposition of our forces, where the battle is thickest, the
steward, Donald Oalderwood; as Hocking.
reports will be much more reassuring, we believe.
sistant steward, Melvin Gleason;
The Star Points were conducted to
chaplain. Edith Bowes; treasurer, their chairs, while Past Patron Wil
THE RATIONING OF SUGAR
Ralph Saj-ward; secretary, Bessie liam Imlach sang “Star of the East”
(Herald Tribune)
Carroll;
gate keeper, Burgess accompanied by Past Matron Har
Cramer; Ceres, Ariel Danforth; riet B. 'Rawley, and presented flow
Rationing In the case of sugar has been made necessary
by changes on both the demand and the supply side of the pic
Pomona, Agnes Day; Flora, Geor ers, the color of their respective
ture. Between them these changes indicate a shortage in 1242
gia
Norwood;
lady
assistant points.
of around 2,500,000 tons, or about one-third the nation's actual
steward. Hazel
Day; executive
Music for the installation was
consumption of sugar in 1941. On the demand side sugar
committee for three years, Albert played by Charles Lundell and
consumption, which had averaged 6,700,000 tons annuaUy for
the years 1937-’4O, jumped last year to 7,500.000 tons. This
Gcss.
Douglas Vinal.
expansion—which has threatened to increase rather than
Grand Martha Winifred Milne
subside in 1942—has been accounted for partly by the in
TIRE CERTIFICATES
presented to the Junior Past Ma
creased need for sugar in the manufacture of alcohol to be
The following persons or firms tron Mabelle Rose 'her past ma
used in explosives, partly by the general rise in consumer pur
chasing power and partly, it is regrettable to have to add, by
were issued1 certificates to pur tron’s Jewel, for which she expressed
consumer hoarding. This expansion in demand has run headchase tires by the Knox County appreciation.
on this year into an indicated reduction in sugar receipts from
rationing board for the period
Past Patron Charles Rose, who
the 7,900,000 tons of 1941 to 5.300.000 tons. This reduction is
ending Jan. 24:
had formerly served as worthy pa
explained by the lass of the Philippine crop, a sharp curtail
ment of production in Hawaii and the diversion of part of the
tron and owning a past patron’s
Edward A. Alden. Union.
Cuban crop to America’s allies in the war.
John C. Morse, Thomaston.
jewel, received a gift from the of
In such a situation speculation is inevitable unless action
Dr. Walter D. Hall, Rockland.
ficers, presented b.v Past Patron Wil 
is taken to anticipate or combat it. Mr. Henderson moved
Armour <fc Company, Rockland. liam Imlach, for which he expressed
against one form of speculation—the bidding up of prices—
some time ago when he placed a price ceding on this com
Russell W. Staples, Rockport.
his thanks.
modity. More recently, on Dec. 13 last, he moved on another
In behalf of the officers of 1041
Clarence Lunt, Cushing.
type of speculation—the building up of large inventories
Worthy Matron Jessie Harris pre
Warren Garage. Warren.
through a priorities order which limited the amount of sugar
sented to Junor Past Matron Ma
Ralph E. Harmon, Union.
that could be shipped to industrial users and jobbers. By this
belle Rose a Star pendant as a token
Alice E. Yates. Camden.
step he obtained control over the amount of sugar that could
get into retail channels and onto the retailers’ shelves. Un
Snow Shipyards, Inc., Rockland. of appreciation for her work during
fortunately, however, this did not prevent the building up of
Offices of the rationing board the past year, to which she gracious
inventories by consumers or hoarding. That practice, with
are in the second floor corridor of ly responded.
its injustices and with the accompanying abuses of retail
the Post Office building andf are 1 Ice cream and cake were served,
practices which it invariably engenders, has grown markedly
in recent weeks.
open daily, except Sunday, from the committee being Gladys Hock
Mr. Henderson’s decision to issue sugar-ration cards is
ing, Belle Anderson and Etta Hall.
9 a. m. to 4 p. m.
undoubtedly the soundest way to deal with this increasingly
serious problem. By assuring every family that it need no
—■
longer worry about obtaining sufficient sugar to meet its
necessary dietary requirements it removes at a stroke the basic
fear on which this undignified and unworthy performance has
been so largely predicated.

East Union and Union Orders Officers Installed With Pomp
Induct Officers Jointly—
and Beautv—Many
Praise For Work
Visitors Present

KIWANIS CLUB DANCE

DEALERS SPECIALIZE IN

GLEN COVE GRANGE HALL

MORNING’S NEWS IN A NUTSHELL

Tomorrow (Wednesday) Night

An American submarine torpedoed and probably sunk a
Japanese aircraft carrier in the battle of Macassar Strait yes
terday, while surface warships and big flying fortresses took
further terrific toll of an invading enemy convoy. At least
11 ships have been positively sunk and 23 others heavily bat
tered by American and Dutch forces since the great engage
ment began last Friday between Borneo and Celebes Islands.
Northward in the Philippines, a tiny torpedo boat zipped
again into Subic Bay, and sank another 5000-ton enemy vessel.
Several thousand steel-helmeted Yanks—“all pepped up
and rarin’ to go”—landed In Northern Ireland safely yester
day as the vanguard of United States troops dispatched to
Europe in t he second World War.
Masquerading as a lightship to lure her prey closer for the
kill, an'enemy submarine shelled and torpedoed the American
ore carrier Venore off the North Carolina coast early Saturday,
leaving the ship floating on her side and 22 members of her
43 man crew unaccounted for.
American volunteer pilots added still another stunning
defeat to the Japanese air force yesterday in the utter rout of
40 enemy raiders approaching Rangoon, while on the land
front in Southern Burma British Imperial forces held the
invader t o a standstill.
Counter-driving Axis forces have shoved the British back
about 150 miles in four days, it was acknowledged yesterday.
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THE MOBILE CANTEEN

Gertrude Bickford, Mrs. Sumner
Whitney, Miss Helene Dunbar,
Mrs. Lloyd Daniels.
3—Limerock (south) to Park

STRONG NATION

Birthday Festivity

Tires And Tubes

Leon Henderson Answers a Friends Rally In Warren For
Whole Series of Your
a Grand Party To
Finnish Couple
Questions
If ever a couple had a fine birth
day party, Mr. and Mrs. Thomas
Monden, Finnish-American residents
of West Riockport. certainly did
Saturday night when a turnout of
over 200 friends from over the coun
ty, and part of Lincoln County
greeted them at Glover hall in War
ren. The birthday anniversaries of
both were Jan. 25, Hr. Monden 65,
and his wife 60. They have a
daughter, Mrs. Virginia Heikklla of
Norwood, • Mass., whose birth date
falls on the same day.
As Mr. and Mrs. Monden entered
the hall they were greeted with the
strains of “Happy Birthday To Ycu”
played by the Georges River Boys,
as the corsage of talisman roses was
pinned on Mrs. Monden's dress, and
Mr. Monden accepted a single white
carnation for a boutonnaire. Escort
ed by their granddaughters, Vivian
and Helen O'Jala of Rockville, 18,
winners of the first prize last June
at the Twin Party at Skowhegan,
they were taken to seats of honor to
witness the proceedings.
Frank Silonen of North Warren,
was master of ceremonies. A. T.
Olson of Union, made a speech in
Finnish, in which he pointed out
the rapdity with which time passes,
and that, though 60 and 65 years had
passed, Mr. and Mrs. Monden still
remained young. For that matter,
they are the only Finnish family
in this vicinity with three genera
tions on the floor at the various
dances and other affairs held by the
Finnish people.
Other program numbers included
songs by Mrs. Henry Waisanen of
Warren, and Mrs. Frank Salo of
Rockland; and words on apprecia
tion in Finnish from Mr. and Mrs.
Monden.
Gift from the assembly was a

sire certificates for the purchase
of new tires and tubes it will be
considerable help to themselves and
to the Local Rationing Board if
they will get an application blank
at one of the garages, make it out,
have their tires inspected, then
present it to the Local Rationing
Board. Garages desiring a supply
of certificates should apply to the
Local Rationing Board or write to
W. H. Towle, State Rationing Administratcr, Augusta, Maine.
The Tire Rationing Regulations
clearly state that a physician, sur
geon. visiting nurse, or a veterinary
and which is used principally for
professional services, members of the
State Police operating a State owned
car, members of the City Police
Forces operating city owned cars.
Chief of Fire Departments using city
owned cars, are clearly entitled to
a certificate for the purchase of a
new passenger car tire. Be very
careful about issuing a certificate
for any other passenger car tires
not enumerated above.
Memo
W. H. Towle, State Rationing Ad
If persens on the Eligible List de- ministrator.

\

MRS. JOHM M. RICHARDSON
<26 MAIN STREET. ROCKLAND, ME. T^L. 1073
Office of Dr. Walter P. Conley

L. 1250

WANTED

BASKETBALL

FIRST MORTGAGE LOANS

TONIGHT at 7.30

ON IMPROVED REAL ESTATE

AT COMMUNITY BUILDING

Or gpnt o. O. D. if desired

BOYS AND GIRLS

COLLATERAL LOANS
SECURED BY LISTED STOCKS AND BONDS

ROCKLAND HIGH
vs.

ROCKLAND SAVINGS BANK
Corp.
pl-BOTtf

6^'

Ocean

G, etc.

$3.50

•air

4—Park (south) to Holmes and

REFINISHING,

Prepaid By Mail

The Black Cat

Leader No. 3 Unit—Mrs. Wilbur
Senter, 236 Broadway, telephone
1275-W; Mrs. Donald Leach, Mrs.
Edwin Scarlott, Mrs. Thomas
Stone. Mrs. John McLoon. Miss
Charlotte Buffum.

Leader No. 4 Unit—Mrs. Dana
Newman, 80 Park street, telephone
1097-R; Mrs. Leonise Delano, Mr.".
1—Old County road to Rankin
Mildred Wallace, Mrs. Marjorie
Mrs. Arnold Nelson, Mrs. Thomas Trask, Mrs. Jennie Feyler, Mrs.
Fleming, Mrs. Everett Fernald, Alice Hooper, Mrs. Mary We ism an.
■Mrs. Nettie Frost, Mrs. Donald
5—Holmes and Ocean (south)
Cummings, (Mrs. Henry Jordan.
Leader No. 5 Unit—Mrs. Ralph
2—Rankin to Limerock
Bangs. 38 Holmes street, Tel. 186-J;
Mrs.
Karl O'Brien, Mrs. Pauline
Leader No. 2 Unit—Mrs. Bernice
Dunbar. 75 Willow street, telephone Saunders, Mrs. Ruth Sanborn.
Bl'l-M; Mrs. Mabie (Ladd, Mrs. Miss Gladys Blethen.

The following additional inter
pretations of the new tire and tube
rationing regulations plan were
issued today by Leon Henderson,
Administrator, Office of Price Ad
ministration.
A. Can a (Local Tire Rationing
Board direct a person who is grant
ed a certificate to purchase his tire
from a specific dealer?
A. No. A person holding a cer
tificate may purchase his tire from
any authorized dealer anywhere in
the country. (Section 204).
Q. Where may persons holding
certificates purchase their tires?
A. At any store, outlet or premises
at which more than 51% of the
sales made are sales direct to con
sumers. (Section 401 (b))
Q. Is there any restriction on the
number of certificate holders to
whom a single dealer may sell tires?
A. No. Any dealer sell as many
tires as are called for by certificates
presented to him by purchasers.
The quotas issued by the Office of
Price Administration limit the num
ber of tires for which certificates
may be issued by the local Tire Ra
tioning Board. (Section 305).
Q. Is there any way for a deal
er who sells exclusively direct to
consumers to liquidate his stocks
quickly?
A. Yes. A person regularly en
gaged in selling new tires or tubes
exclusively at retail may sell new
tires or tubes to another dealer, the
Reconstruction Finance Corpora
tion, The Rubber Reserve Corpora
tion, the Procurement Division of
the United States Treasury, or a
manufacturer of tires or tubes, pro
vided that prior to a sale to a manu
facturer written approval for such
sale is obtained from the Office of
Price Administration, Washington,
D. C. (Section 401 (c) (2) ).
Q Is a car an eligible vehicle if
it is owned by a government ac
countant and used by him prin
cipally for government travel for
which he receives compensation
from the government on a mileage
basis?
A. No. (Section 404).
Q. Is a truck used to transport
gasoline to filling stations an eligi
ble vehicle?
A. Yes. (Section 404 (e) (1) ).
Q . Is a truck used for the instal
lation and repair of awning on re
tail stores an eligible vehicle?
A. No. (Section 404 (e) (4) ).
Q . Is a passenger car used exculsively to supervise manufactur
ing or mining operations an eligible
vehicle?
A. No. (Section 404 (e) (9) ).
Q. Can Local Tire Rationing
Boards charge a fee for the issu
ance of a tire certificate?
A. No. Exaction of a fee under
color of authority in violation of
regulations would be illegal and a
federal offense.

Issue'
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A Practical Feature of the National Defense
Effort In Rockland
One of the most definitely
helpful projects in behalf of Na
tional Defense—assuming of course
that enemies come to our shores
is the Mobile Canteen, which is
under the direction of Mrs. Athleen McRae (telephone 602) who
is chairman for (Rockland and
leader of the No. 1 unit.
This group is ail organized and
ready to function at a minutes
notice. Food is on hand at the
various centers and this splendid
organization is all set to go. Trans
portation is all arranged for and
every detail looked after.

Tuesday

CROSBY HIGH OF BELFAST
JUNIOR VARSITY AT 6.30
Prices 30c and 40c

(By The Roving Reporter)
I lunched Sunday at Boone’s
Restaurant in Portland, and the
occasion was made doubly happy by
the presence of the proprietor
“Dan” Boone, who was formerly a
brother member of the Rockland
Lions Club. The debonair boss of
the popular waterfront cafe reports
getting his share of the fine busi
ness which almost everybody in
Portland seems to be having, but
there are two motes in his smilng
eyes just now. One is occasioned by
the difficulty in getting feminine
help, due to the National Defense
demands, and the other Is due to
the prospective scarcity of fish.
The smackmen are now permitted to
enter and leave the harbor only
during the daylight hours, whereas
they used to be on the fishing
grounds before daylight, returning
long after dark And fish, be it
known is a very important factor
on the Boone’s Restaurant menus.

They are not seeking new tele
phone business in Egypt because of
the shortage of instruments. Short
age cf conversation is the thing
most needed in our country.

The Department of Commerce
says that bicycles are the sole means
of transportation in Bermuda.
We’ll be seeing you B’muda.

writes: “I can’t seem to deny myself
of it. It is like a dear friend
which I look forward to, coming to
my home." And after 47 years isn’t
that a nice opinion to have of tlie
heme town paper?
When Mrs. Nathan F. Gilkey of
Searsport was only three years old
she made her first voyage with her
parents. Captain and Mrs. Phineas
Pendleton Carver, and continued
until she was Jl, resuming the
practice after her marriage to Capt.
Gilkey. She is now 80 years old;
and among many treasures Is her
collection of shawls brought to
Maine from many foreign ports by
the sea-faring members of her fam
ily. These include a black lace
from Scotland, a white Thibet with
colored cord border (a gift from
her grandmother, Mrs. Mathilda
Webber), a Paisley bought in Pais
ley by her parents in 1868; a Stuart
plaid (from a grandmother Mrs.
Clarissa B. Carver; a Chinese one
(the gift of an aunt, Mrs. John McGilvery); and a black cashmere
with blue and gray border (which
came from a great-grandmother,
Mrs Ann Brown). Her last voyage
with Captain Gilkey was made dur
ing World War I, on the Trinandra
to Buenos Aires around Cape Hom.
Following that Captain Gilkey was
transferred to another ship and on
the next trip the Trinandra. com
manded by another captain, was
last.

When Henry A Howard went to
St. Petersburg, Fla, last Winter he
counted as his first necessity a ga
rage, so he bought one from a man
who seemed very glad to sell. Henrv
The old Main street picture which
is a good driver, and he needed all1 appeared in Saturday’s issue brought
of his skill to get his car into theI response from a number of old resitiny enclosure And then Henry I dents. Speaking of the small buildlearned why the man was glad to ing which stood between the Wilsonsell, fcr once in the garage there White and Ccbb-Berry blocks, Mrs.
wasn’t room to get out of his car, Rebecca Ingraham recalls that
so he backed right out, hunted up Moody Thurlow had a tailor shop
the man who sold him the shebang, in the upper story and she thinks
and received back his money. A that the father of the late Jacob
funny place is Florida.
Ludwig (Boyd Ludwig) had a meat
market on the ground floor. Mrs.
Patriotism has burst forth anew [ Frank D Lamb
^,5^ street
at the American Legion building; &ays that the bullding wa5 once
where a new flag-pole has been' cupied by the late William H. Hyde,
erected atop of the structure.
who was a well known vender of

Tlie amount of United States
Government Bonds by the life in
surance companies already exceeds
the total financing aid secured bv
the government under tlie first and
second Liberty Loan Issues of World
War I.

No, I cannot tell you where Howell
Cullinan has gone, except that it
is to a warmer clime, which may or
may not begin with the letter H.
Renewing her subscription to The
Courier-Gazette, which she has had
for 47 years Mrs. Tillie M. Oxton

studio couch, tied with broad bands
of pink crepe paper. Also from the
many friends came the birthday
cake of two layers, and over 30
inches in diameter at the base. a.id
decorated in white, blue and yellow,
names and ages of the honor guests
in yellow frosting script. Beside the
cake at the coffee serivee was a
beautiful azalea plant, gift to Mrs.
Monden.
Presiding over the coffee service
were Mrs. Ina Pekkanen of Union,
Mrs. Jennie Rivers of Rockland.
Mrs. Ida Niemi of Warren, and Mrs.
Jennie Laine of West Rockport.
Among the guests present were
Mr. and Mrs. Lauri Monden, and
son, Lauri Jr. of Worcester, Massson, daughter-in-law, and grandson
of the couple. Besides the son they
have two daughters, Mrs. Martha
O’Jala of Rockville, also present
with her family; and Mrs. Eino
Heikklla of Norwood, Mass., and
five grandchildren.
Dancing followed coffee. Hall
decorations were in patriotic colors,
with the colors in V's for victory on
the side walls.

newspapers m his last days. Per
haps other old residents will com
ment upon this highly interesting
picture.

One year ago: A building on Till
son avenue owned by Isidor Gordon,
and used as an antique shop, was
badly damaged by fire—The Knox
County Commissioners organized
with Adin L. Hopkins of Camden as
chairman.—The U. & G. Express
Co.'s station was burglarized—
Deaths: Rockland, Albert Trlbou, 60;
Oceanville, Mrs. Susan Thompson,
90.
The Navy Department today
urged all men ordered in for en
listment in the Naval Service to
retain their jobs or to continue
in school as it may be necessary
for them to remain at home on
leave for several weeks after en
listment, it was officially an
nounced today. An endeavor will
be made to forward men out of
work to training stations or other
Navy establishments prior to send
ing employed enlistees.

YOUR FAVORITE POEM
If I had tny life Co live again I
would have made a rule to read soma
poetry and listen Co some music at
least once a week. The loss of these
tastes ls a loss of happiness.—Cbarlea
Darwin

A PERSIAN LOVE SONG
Ah! sad are they who know not love.
But. far from passion's tears and
smiles.
Drift down a moonless sea. beyond
The silvery coasts of fairy Isles.
And sadder they whose longing lips
Kiss empty air. and never touch
The dear warm mouth ot those they
love—
Waiting, wasting, suffering much

But clear as amber, fine as musk.
Is life to those who. pilgrim wise.
Move hand In hand from dawn to
dusk
Each morning nearer Paradise.

Fred C. Black and Gerald Black Oh. not for them shall angels pray;
are in Chicago attending the ses
They stand In everlasting light;
walk In Allah's smile toy day
sions of the National Canners As They
And nestle In hie heart by night.
sociation. _
— ________ -------------- —Thomas Bailey Aldrich

The Courier-Gazette
THREE-TIMES-A-WEEK
But I know, that even now.
whatsoever thou , wiit ask of Ood,
Ood wiil give it thee.—John 11:22.

Book Review
(By K. S. F.)

How to Distinguish Nationality of Aircraft

dOEtPALOOKA
IF YOU CANT TO IN UP WITH
ME ,TME NEXT BEST THIN©
TO HELP US LICK THEM
MAD DOGS IS TO BUY ALL
THE UNITED STATES SAVINGS
BONDS AND STAMPS
CAN//

Two-Way Passage, author. Louis
Adamic, publishers, Harper and j
Brothers, New York.
Thase familiar with the brilliant j
clear writings of Louis Adamic
welcome anythin* fresh from his
pen. In this, his latest publication, i
he gives a concrete and dramatic
suggestion for deieating the devil
ish hords that threaten this world's
vitality and future. Mr. Adomic
a.-,fcs why should America be forced
every generation or so to sidetrack
her progress toward deeper and
wider democracy; send her sons ,
to Europe and bleed herself white '
with taxes, with Europe’s quarrels ‘
to settle?
This author puts forth a clear
challenge to this country and in an
original manner filled with humor
ous and searching methods as to
the reasons why we allow this
great Western world to be fettered
by Europe quarrels. It's really an !
absorbing and epic study of his
torical facts that should help at
least to prop our eyes open for
light In cur amalgamation with so
many, many shades of color in our
economic and industrial resuorcefuiness. and must watch our every
step to avoid national mistakes
The Memory Man
Belfast Teams Here
that are world reaching.
The world looks to America for
salvation in its present war lom
And Rockland Hopes To Take
“Naegrim'. The United States has Iree Allows That He and
Both of Them In To
Jay See Were Only
a broad duty. This book wiil help
night’s Contests
open our eyes to important facts.
Kiddin’
Well bound, excellent print, worthy
The beys’ and girls' basketball
1 Bv Iree Member)
thinkers consideration.
A little spice makes our food more teams of Rcckland High meet the
"POSTAL ' WILL HELP
palatable just as a bit of levity, teams of Crosby High School of
criticism, fun and by-play makes a Belfast tenight at the Community
In the Sale of National Defense
series cf sketches such as Iree is Building, first game starting at
Stamps.—To Encourage
offering
to The Courier-Gazette 730
Employes
readers more entertaining at »eas.
BilLSulhvan’s girls have an ex
Already engaged in an activity it seems so to me.
cellent chance to take the up-river
To these good friends, and all who
vital to the National Defense. Pos
lassies, even though the reccrd
tal Telegraph is taking another read my sketches, I want to repeat books might not figure out just
step to aid our Country’s all-out that A Jay See and Iree are firm that way. Just to shew what water
friends of 50 years’ standing and
war effort.
has gone over the dam in the
we
are just “joshing” each ether
Thrcugh its President Edwin F.
records: Rockland tied a game
Chinlund. it announced today that in cur printed battles. A Jay See with Camden, and Belfast beat
sport, a gentleman who „
,
,
„
„ .
it will handle the sale of National .is a real
.
Camden one point. Lawrence High
has
a
keen
mind
and
a
fine
educaDefense stamps through its naof Fairfield beat Rockiand. and
tion and he would not do or say
tionw.de system.
Belfast beat Lawrence, and Rock
The company has in effect a anything that would hurt me nor land beat Belfast bv a 19-16 score
system of encouragement to its would I hurt him. His wordy shafts at Belfast. There ycu are, figure
own employes for defense savings have nc concealed barbs with poison it out. whatever the answer. Bill
by endorsement on their payroll on their tips—He enjoys administer is looking for his girls to come
to Iree a little memory spankchecks. Pay checks are issued ing
ing when he has. or thinks he has through tonight with their second
weealy to over 15.000 employes and a good chance.
i
of the seassn CTer Belfa£t
on the back of each check appears
He has a fine memory, too. Re-,
have their chance
a printed statement; “L an em
member, we are and will continue to e«n scores with Belfast which
ploye of Postal Telegraph and the to be. the best of friends.
friends, What defeated them by a narrow mar
original payee of this check, will
gin earlier in the season. The boys’
accept
...... of the proceeds in we say in cur writings is just spice” ' team is getting under way and is
spread cn the sandwich of life.
U 3. Defense Savings Stamps." we
minus animosity.
.
I fast becoming a strong playing
When cashing pay check Postal
I received a nice letter from A cut^:Telegraph employe Inserts amount
Jay See in answer to my little slap-------of his pay we will accept in de
at him in a recent issue which I student cf astrology, palm reading
fense savings.
would like to pass along to the and fortune telling. His name. MahTh^s Postal Telegraph pian gives readers but it is a personal letter *cn Norvell, and it was said that the
Government immediate use of
and I must refrain. However, there Hoilywiod movie stars hardly dared
funds and graduates messengers, are some parts of his letter that I make any major move until they
clerks ar.d operators current abil feel shiuld be mentioned. Phil Lane consulted Norvell. After predicting
ity to save while creating incen
and his family have been our chief an unsuccessful marriage for Jean
tive to fill books with stamps and controversy and I think we ewe it Harlow, a separation, divorce and
acquire bonds.
to the members of the Lane family quick marriage for Clark Gable, a
prove
which
would
still living to clear up some of the romance
family history and then drop our whether Mae West was already
Community Bowlers
“Lane family controversy,” We held married or net, a successful marthem in high esteem and our memo- riage for Loretta Young, marriages
A new record was set up at the ties of them are most pleasant.
f-r My ma Loy. Ann Harding and
A.
Jay
See
and
John
Lane
met
reothers,
and a probable decline in
Community alleys Saturday when
cently.
Here
is
the
result.
Mrs.
popularity
for M3e West and Greta
L. Cole rolled a 1584, going below
Phil
Lane
was
formerly
Nancy
MarGarbo
etc.
etc. Norvell predicted
the 190 mark but once in the en
tire series. The boy may threaten tin. Seven children were bom to that Buddy Baer would be boxing
Mr. and Mrs. Lane. and. according champiin inside of two years. <NorDick Perry's 10-string record.
Last night, the Kiwanis stowed to my informant, in the folic wing veil evidently overlooked Joe Louis!)
Ida, 'deceased) married
Norvell claimed to be right about
away their usual generous amount order.
Manford
Phiibrook.
Nelson,
eldest
9C
percent. Perhaps he was. I do
of fuel for the inner man at their
son,
(deceased)
Annie
(deceased*
knew
that some cf his predictions
regular weekly luncheon and
married
Frank
Pendleton.
Jennie,
stirred
up a lot cf comment.
meeting and then polished off the
married
Alvin
Pettee
(both
deI
decided
that I would keep cne
Old Timers in grand fashion, giv
in
cf
his
predictions
in mind and have
ing them a 4-1 trimming Just to cease<i) John W., now living
in
done
so.
Now,
let's
all hope he fore
make the evening worthwhile.
Rockland. Walter, new living
in
told
truly
when
he
said "War wil'.;
The Texacos met up with seri- Warren, Nancy, new living
Warren.
She
married
Erastus
B.
break
out
in
Europe
within three
ous opposition in the form of the
Clark,
who
died
less
than
a
year
years.
In
1942
America
wiil be inElks and the result looked like one
ago.
Phil
Lane
passed
on
while
volved
in
the
mist
serious
conflict:
of those Russian advances you
in
its
history,
a
short,
sharp,
deadly
read about, with the final score living in Warren. Many of Iree’s
eng8gment,
lasting
only
eight
standing 4-1 for the lodge mem childhood memories cluster around
the Lane family and it is with re months, but of so virulent a nature
bers.
gret
that we learn that so many of that it will constitute a national
Kiwanis — Leigh 253. Flanagan
them
have passed away and we sin crises.”
257. Daniels 277. Miller 284, Bar
cerely
wish happiness and pros His predicrion cf war, as above
nard 269. total 1340.
certainly came true and we hope
perity
to
those still living.
Old Timers—L. Miller 236. Good
that it will “last inly eight months."
Everything
I
said
abiut
the
How

now 256. R. Richardson 262, F.
That
is the cnly goed part cf his
ard
and
Brown
school
was
sincerely
Richardson 279, Benner 258, total
predictions,
and. just now. jt looks
written.
Iree
worked
long
hours
to
1287
improve
his
penmanship
but vainly, almost impossible cf fulfillment
Texacos—-Mitchell 276. Carr 267,
Always had a desire to write However we can hepe—miracles d3
McLoon 264. Hobbs 315. Smith 296,
a
beautiful hand but just couldn’t happen sometimes, ycu knew
total 1418.
Seme folks are afraid that the
do it. It may surprise Mr. Howard
Elks — Williams 292. Anastaisio
to learn that Iree has studied his rubber shortage wi 1 compel us to
253, R. Marshall 291, Clarke 277,
(Mr. Howard’s) beautiful penman go back to "bess and buggy days"
Soule 298, total 1411.
ship many, many times and, with in reality. Persic ally. I believe
tongue in cheek, tried to copy it. that things will work cut ail right
Passenger car owners i nthe Unit
I can imagine the shudder that but. if any reader considers buying.
ed States drive their cars an aver
a horse it may be well to remember
age of 8196 miles a year, records would shake this artistic soul had
what the old folks said when I was
he
ever
seen
the
results
of
my
ef

show.
a young slip. “One white foot, buy
forts! Well, I tried anyway!
Thanks, ‘‘Younger than Iree”, him. Two white feet, try him
ACHING-STIFF-SORE your list contained several names Three white feet, deny him. Four
omitted in my list of teamsters white feet and a white rose, take
written a year or so ago. I think off his hide and feed him to the
I For Quid: Relief—Rub On
(without consulting that list) that crows! May be some truth in that
I mentioned several not in your list j old saw—I dunno
MUSKPOiF but your list covers nearly all I re
member.
Learn to fly. Charles Treat. 56
In 1935 I read a prediction by a Talbot Ave, TeL 1203.
150-u

I MUSCLES
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TALK OF THE TO

THE RED CROSS
AND CIVILIAN DEFENSE

*

>

A department devcted to news items concerning these

J

patrict-c organizations
LSITED STATES SAVT
Win< ank Eaaelacw—Blae kiak with
white etar a ad reS center
tleSSer—BJo*. white aaS raS rrrtieal
at rises

l SITED STATES ARMT
W inc a»S Faaelase Bin* disk with
whit* star and r*C crater
KaSSer— Herixaataa re. en4 while
etrisae: klae OeM

Fred L Linekin is chairman of years may be done with sny health
the transportation committee under unit
the Civilian Defense disaster set-up.
Members of the Rock.and Junior
Women
’s Club are carrying cn a
ether members of the committee be
hcuse-to-house registration for vol
ing Lawrence Miller. Charles H. unteers for the Civilian Defend
Berry and Jci.n G Snow. This Corn- program. This plan has been outmittee is in need cf more passenger
33 a convenience to many peocars. tracks and panei trucks. In
u-^0 j^ve found it difficult to
case cf an emergency the needs for ?et to tpe registration roim at the
cars and trucks wiil be many. Mo- community Building and who have
ter beats that may be avai.able in wanted help in deciding on their
time of an emergency are aso need- reg ctration. The members who are
ed Owners of cars, trucks and beats ^-Or)tirig on this registration are: El: =h:uld contact the above committee
Bar5low Barbara Blfliedel’.
1 in order that the orgamzation of the Elsie Burbank, Dorinda Ccughiin.
transportation unit may be com- Alma D;w Mary oiidden. Evelyn
P-e'eGoodnow. Emma Harding Gertrude
A class in Chemical Warfare as Heal, Ruth Hoch. Julia Littlefield
part of the Air Raid warden tram- ( Doris Merriam, Vivian Mullen
ing is to be held Thursday after- i Ar.nie Rhodes. Marguerite deRoche-:
noon; a: 2 o'clock at the City Build- mont. Jeannette Stahl. Virginia
ing with Fire Chief Van E. Russell, Stoddard. Virginia Sweeney. Mildred
as instructor. This class is being Sweeney and Eleanor Johnson,
formed in particular for night
a commique from the lccal office
watchmen and ether men who may of the American Red Cress is as
be workmz nights and are unable to follows: "The office will not be re

GREAT BRITAIN. K. A. E.
Wine—B!»* circle, white ctrcl* with
rerf rewter
i.atter—Se Mentiicatiea : rertwai r«a.
white aaS bla* atrisea aa la.

Jan. 28 — Rockland
Laymen'glonal Conference at First Bi
Church.
Jan. 28—Knox County Poultrmeet at Rockland City Hall.
Jan. 30—Thomaston School f!;
Watts hall, benefit Red Crosts
Jan. 30 — Waldobor >
Pre<
Birthday Ball at High School

torlum.

Feb. 2—Candlemas Day.
2—Methodist Youth Fellov.
Bally at Pratt Memorial Chur. I
Bockland.
Feb. 4—Hobby Show and enter
ment at Universalist vestry
Feb. 5-12-18—Free School of el,
cookery at Masonic Temple
Feb. 9—Daylight Saving begin
Feb. 9—"Charter night" p„
Kiwanis Club at Hotel Rocklin
Feb. 12—Lincolns Birthday.
Feb. 14—St. Valentine's Day.
Feb. 18—Ash Wednesday.
Feb. 18-19—Junlur Class p
a Life!” at High School auditor
Feb. 19—Meeting of Baptist
League.
Feb. 20—(3 to 9)—Woman's E.r
tional Club meets at Grand i
hall
Feb. 22—Washington's Blrthdav
Feb. 27—Warren High School 1
strels at Glover hall.

Feb.

MEXICO
Win* ani Faaelxe—Rek star
Kakdrr—Ne identilcatien

Wia<—Red tnaarle. white triaa<le
wrtk aaall «reeo triaasle in renter
Redder—Greco, white and red eerttcai

•tripce

March 17—6t. Patrick's Day-

March 29 Palm Sunday

ITALY
Win*—Renan faacea. yellow, la
white dieh
Rodder—Green, whit* and red eertical
•tnpee with ratal arwa ia center

GERMAST
Win<—Black creaa
Redder—Black ewaatika circled ia
red letd

attend either the Saturday after sponsible for the correctness of any

JAPAN
Wins—Red ditk
Redder—5a tdentilcaliaa

noon cr Monday evening class, but information abcut Red Cross activiCivilian air raid spotters will have no difficulty distinguishing Axis planes from those of the United
Nations if they memorize the markings illustrated above. American and British planes have design,
anyone may attend who cares to do ties which is obtained frem spouses (
of red, white and blue, and Russia has a red star. Watchers on the southern border occasionally
so. About 22 were present at the. or children of Red Cross officials,}
may see the red triangle of Mexico. Axis raiders are easily sported through the familiar black
first meeting held Saturday after- • chairmen or workers. The office
cross and swastika of Germany, the round red rising sun emblem of Japan and the Roman fasces
ncen.
j hours of the chapter cffice are from,
insignia borne by Italian planes.
The Nurses’ Aid course which has 10 a. m. to 5 p. m. daily except Sun- j
been given at Knox Hospital with day. The columns of The Ccuriermay be tsken by any qualified and
Reach For Phone
Mum Ellen Daly, superintendent of Gazette are displaying a very com
Reach fcr the telephone and nterested person, without first
nurses as instructor will this week plete and generous coverage of Red
ftftftft
complete the lecture part of the Cress news. When people ask ques- J call your Ward Air Raid Warden uk.ng the Nutrition ccurse. How
Hew*
Item* flow all ef the Pa
ever
this
office
has
recently
been
course and as socn as the uniforms tions about Red Cress activities £n<* express ycur desire to registrons of Hnshandry are welcomed
arrive the members will go into the which have already been given lib- { ter. He will see that you receive • officially ir.fcrmed that no Can
here.
Ward 1 teen certificate will be issued until
hospital fcr practical training. Tnis eral space in the publie prints, thev j a registration card.
training will not include any actual are evading the honest moral cbliga- Charles A Marstaller 122-J; Ward the Nutrition certificate has been
Megunticook Grange cl Cirnde:
nursing or care of hospital patients tion to pay three cents for it. A 2- Clinton Bowley. 231-R; Ward 3. granted A committee is making
i3 sponsoring a public supper tobut the members will act as assist volunteer Civil Defense Registration Ft*7 Gu>’ Wilson. 1116-R: Ward 4, a study of the material on hand.
ants to the nurses in various ways. cffice has been set up In the Cham- Raymond <Perry. 1244-W ; Ward 5. to find out whether a satisfactory night frem 5JO to - The supper * ..
These who complete the course and ber of Commerce. Rockiand and also John Luke. 124-W: Ward 6 Harcid Canteen course can be given at be followed by a game evenir.i
receive their certificates will be ex in selected places in other Knox -Marshall, 1171-W: Ward 7, Arthur present. The Knox County Red entire proceeds to go t; the Red
pected to give 150 hours of service County townships. It is the duty of Bowley. 207-R. We are not asking Cross wiil not approve of the hold- Cross.
dig down in ycur pockets jr? of any class in any subject, un-----------------fcr each of the next three years. those who desire to take Red Cross >'ou
The first year's 150 hours will be courses, except those pe.ple under/or mcney. just reach fcr the tele- }e5s satisfied that the time and
Farmers use abcut one-third oi
acne under the supervision of the control of established Civil Defense, Phone.
effort of teacher and students will all the gasoline consumed in the
hospital while the remaining two committees, to register there.’’
1 The Red Cross Canteen Ccurse be usefully employed.
United States, a survey reveals.

GRANGE CORNER

The semi-annual election of
Brotherhood Bible Class ol
First Baptist Church was held
night. Officers elected were: Pr
dent, Maurice Snow; vice l
dent, Ernest Brazier; seen
Charles H. Morey; treasurer,
win H. Crie; music commit)
Raymcnd Pendleton. Florian C)
and. Alberta Adams. a sea
stew supper, prepared by J
Stahl, was served at 6 30 and
followed by the election am
address by Rev. Roy Welker o:
Congregational Church who
his talk, told of tlie Christian
tions desire for wealth, promt
them to sell machines and p]
for war materials to heathen
tions in time of peace, but.
ing to also send them the km
edge of Christianity with wt
to temper the use of such
terials and knowledge of wurh
The Community Building Tij
under Jim Flanagan, had a g
of basketball with the Junior te
of the Camden Y M C A. Satur
afternoon with the “Y” boys be
set back to the tune of 12-4 '
Tigers were Dan McLellan, Cha
Phiibrook. Jim Ccnnellan, Jr.,
zen Sawyer, Tom Chisholm.
Bill Holden and Farrington L
rick. This week, the two tes
will ha^ve it out again at Cana
Every Friday night finds Coi
try Store at Park Theatre
kinds of good gifts given away

The Haskell Brothers truck
business will be carried on uri
directions of the mother dm]

SEND HIM A CARTON OF

the emergency while both sens

CAMELS

in the armed forces—adv

Visitors ln Washington, D
can get copies of The Courler-(
Bette at the Metropolitan Ni
Agency, 603 15th street, No:
West.—adv.

X

Your dealer has a special wrapping and mailing

WALDO THEATI

service to save you time and trouble...

MAINE’S LITTLE RADIO CI1
TEL, WALDOBORO 100

SHOW TIMES
Single Evening Show at 8
Matinees Saturday at >-30
Sunday at 3

.5.5

TUES.,WED.. JAN. 27-28
Two Features
Charles Starrett. Cliff Eduard
A Columbia Western melodraa

“PRAIRIE STRANGERS|
Also On the Program

“WE GO FAST”
with
Lynn Bari and Alan ( urtl>|
THURS.-FRI., JAN 29-30
RKO Radio Pictures presen'
top notch melodrama cf
Old (New England
(Adapted from the famous sid
"The Devil and Daniel Web.*' f

“ALL THAT MONEY
CAN BUY”

THE FAVORITE WITH

Superbly directed by renow J
William Dieterle and most cap j
ly acted by—
Edward Arnold, Walter Hustt
Simone Simon. Jane Darwel
Gene Lockhart, plus many oth|

THEM ALL*
: •> .

-

■

1/

NOVELTY B1NGC
-

■

&

TONIGHT, SPEAR HALL.
Given Away, Dinner, St—1 e
Sheet and Pillow Case Set, Pi
Cases, ToweLs and 3 other Pr

' -z'~-;.

11

fe1-: jThe rinrrVr of slower-burning Camels contains

28% Less Nicotine
than the average of the 4 other largest-selling
♦Actual sales records ih
Post Exchanges,Sales Com
missaries, Ship’s Stores,
Ship’s Service Stores, and
Canteens show tbe favorite
cigarette with men in the

service is CameL
X1. Reynolds Teteen, Co.. Wluua-SaleB. N. C

■

if

i——

eSgeretts* tested... less than any of them... according

to independent scientific tests of the smoke itself!
tH£ SMOKE'S THE THING!

BY BURNING 25%
SLOWER than the
average of the 4 other
largest-selling brands
tested—slower than
any of them—Camels
also give you a smok
ing p/ux equal, on the
average, to

5 EXTRA
SMOKES
PER PACK!

THE CIGARETTE OF COSTLIER TOBACCOS

DAVID G. HODGKINS, Jl
OPTOMETRIST
»36 MAIN ST, ROCKLAND.
TEL. 26
Office Hours: 9 to 12.30—1.30 to
Evenings By Appointment
26-:

BURPEE’S
FUNERAL HOME
Ambulance Service

TELEPHONES
Mt or 781-1 or 781-U
Ut-lU UMEROCK 61
BOOBJLeA^TD, ME.
119-t

Every-Other-Day

I
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Every-Other-Day

TALK OF THE TOWN

Jan 28 — Rockland — Laymen’s Re
gional Conference at First Baptist

church-

r.

KITAI.N. K. A.
tie, whit* circle with
■d renter
itifleation: vertical red,
>lur stripe* an tin.

_

28 Knox County Poultrymen
at Rockland City Hall.
Jan 30—Thomaston—School fair at
w'atts hall, benefit Red Cross.
Jan 30 — Waldoboro — President’s

ian
meet

Birthday

cookery at Masonic Temple.

Feb 9 Daylight Saving begins.
Feb. 0—“Charter night” party
Kiwanis Club at Hotel Rockland.
Feb. 12—Lincoln’s Birthday.

of

Feb 14 St. Valentine's Day.
Feb. 18—Ash Wednesday.
jeb 18 19—Junior Class play. “What
„ Life!” at High School auditorium.
Feb. 19—Meeting of Baptist Men's
League.
jeb. 20—(3 to 9)—Woman’s Edueatlonal Club meets at Grand Army

ha> ’

jeb. 22—Washington's Birthday.
Feb. 27 Warren High School Min

strels at Glover hall.
March 17 St. Patrick's Day.
March 29 Palm Sunday.

those of the United
planes have designs
border occasionally
i the familiar black
d the Roman fascea

MGECORNER
O z\ zs
o o

terns from all of the Pu»
llusbajidry are

onk Grange cf Camden
n > a public supper to5 20 to 7. The supper will
by a game evening, the
ceeds to go tc- the Red * I

vse abcut one-third of j
soline consumed in the |
ites, a survey reveals.

(Four Knox County men']eft yes
terday afternoon from the office
of the local Selective Service
Board for military service with the
Army. Their destination was not
disclosed as is the rule at the
present time. Those entering the
service were: David J. Sivewright.
Jr., St. George; Frederick S. Bart
lett. Rockland; David E. Brown,

THE SPIRIT OF THE SABINE
Famous Old Gunboat Has Played Important
Part At the Snow Shipyards

Hope; Thedore S. Benner, Rock

land.

Ball at High School audl-

torluin.
Feb 2—Candlemas Day.
F,-b. 2—Methodist Youth Fellowship
Bally at Pratt Memorial Church In

Rockland.
Feb 4 Hobby Show and entertain
ment at Unlversallst vestry.
Feb. 5-12-10—Free School ot electric

JAPAN
g—Red disk
-No identification

The semi-annual election of the
Brotherhood Bible Class of the
Fust Baptist Church was held last
night. Officers elected were: Presi
dent. Maurice Snow; vice presi
dent. Ernest Brazier; secretary,
Charles H. Morey; treasurer, Ed
win H. Crie; music committee,
Raymond Pendleton, Florian Clark
and Alberta Adams. A scallop
stew supper, prepared by John
Stahl, was served at 6.30 and was
followed by the election and an
address by Rev. Roy Welker of the
Congregational Church who, in
his talk, told of the Christian na
tions desire for wealth, prompting
them to sell machines and plans
for war materials to heathen na
tions in time of peace, but, fail
ing to also send them the knowl
edge of Christianity with which
to temper the use of such ma
terials and knowledge of warfare.
The Community Building Tigers
under Jim Flanagan, had a game
of basketball with the Junior team
of the Camden YMCA. Saturday
afternoon with the “Y” boys being
set back to the tune of 12-4. The
Tigers were Dan McLellan, Charles
Philbrook. Jim Connellan, Jr., Ha
zen Sawyer, Tom Chisholm, Jr.,
Bill Holden and Farrington Her
rick This week, the two teams
will have it out again at Cftmden.
Every Friday night finds Coun

try Store at Park Theatre. All
kinds of good gifts given away.

Aurora Installation
The event takes place Wed
nesday night, and not tonight,
as was indicated by the news
item handed into our Saturday
issue. Officers who will be in
ducted into office, and who were
not included in the Saturday
item are: Ralph U. Clark, trea
surer, Milton M. Griffin, secre
tary , and H. R. Winchenbaugh
chaplain.
Refreshments and
dancing.

Ediwin Libby 'Relief Corps held
a successful beano party Thursday
at Grand Army hall with Mrs.
Inez Packard as hostess. Supper
was served at 6 with Mrs. Beulah
Larrabee and Mrs. Mabie Richard
son in charge. Mrs. Ada Payson
was elected to serve three years
on the Civil War Memorial Asso
ciation committee. A short pro
gram was presented by Mrs. Lizzie
French, the patriotic instructor—
reading by Mrs. 'Mae Cross, a “Pa
triotic Dream,” reading by Mrs.
Millie Thomas, “Friends," and
questions by Mrs. French. A drill
rehearsal will take place Sunday,
Feb. 8 at 2 o’clock for all officers.
The next supper will have Mrs.
Bertha Higgins as chairman, with
helpers.

<4

f

4

z>

*

U.S.S. Sabine shown in a pen and ink drawing made at the time of
entering service with the Navy. She was cne cf five such ships authorized
by Congress, two of which were the Independence, and the Santee, which
saw service for years at Annapolis as a receiving ship. She was 200 feet
long, drew 23 feet of water, and had a displacement of 2000 tons.

,
|

The Woman's Auxiliary of St.
Peters Church met Thursday night
Jan. 22 in the Undercroft for its
annual report and election of offi
cers. Mrs. Myrtle Perry was elec
ted president, Mrs. Charles Liv
ingstone vice president, Mrs. How
............ ......
r
. <• -i...
The billethead of the Sabine, which to this day rests in Iront of the
ard Thomas secretary, Miss Mar old Snow
store at the entrance to Snow Shipyards. Wood carving, such as
garet Buttomer treasurer, Mrs. in this billethead, Ls today a thing of the past, due perhaps, to the lack
Gilmore Soule chairman of wel of demand for such work on vessels.
fare, Mrs. Kern ap Rice chairman
of rummage sale. It was voted
that meetings be held on the first
and third Thursdays of each
month at 7.30 in the Undercroft
and that simple refreshments be
served at all meetings. Coffee and
cookies were served and the eve
ning ended with group singing led
by Miss Harriett Wooster with Miss
Frances Chatto at the piano.
The Knox County poultrymen
will meet tomorrow night in the
Municipal Court room.

The Haskell Brothers trucking
business will be carried on under
directions of the mother during More Talk of the Town on Page 6.
the emergency while both sens are
in the armed forces.—adv.*
BORN

Visitors in Washington, D. C.
can get copies of The Courier-Galette at the Metropolitan News
Agency, 603 15th street. North
West -adv.
58*tf

WALDO THEATRE
MAINE’S LITTLE RADIO CITY
TEL. WALDOBORO 100
SHOW TIMES

Single Evening Show at •
Matinees Saturday at *«30
Sunday at 3
TUES..WED., JAN. 27-28
Two Features
Charles Starrett, Cliff Edwards
A Columbia Western melodrama

“PRAIRIE STRANGERS”
Also On the Program

“WE GO FAST”

with
Lynn Bari and Alan Curtb

THURS.-FRI., JAN 29-30
RKO Radio Pictures presents a
top notch melodrama of
Old (New England
'Adapted from the famous story
"The Devil and Daniel Webster’)

“ALL THAT MONEY
CAN BUY”

Superbly directed by renowned
William Dieterle and most capab
ly acted by—
Edward Arnold, Walter Huston,
Simone Simon, Jane Darwell,
Gene Lockhart, plus many others

Chapin — At Camden Community
Hospital. Jan. 25. to Mr. and Mrs.
Charles Chapin, a daughter.
Morey—At Stonington. Jan. 14. to
Mr. and Mrs. Montgomery Morey, a
daughter—'Linda.
Smith—At Knox Hospital, Jan. 21,
to Mr. and Mrs. Melvin J. Smith, a
son--Wayne Henry.

DIED
Fisk—At Rockland. Jan. 25. Percy E.
Fisk, aged 67 years. 3 months. 17 days.
Funeral Wednesday at 2 o’clock from
Rockville Chapel. Burial at Rockville.
Fogler—At Skowhegan. Jan. 24. Ma
jor John W. Fogler, a native of Hope,
aged 97 years.
Kinney—At St. George. Jan. 24.
James E. Kinney, aged 83 years. 3
months, 15 days., Funeral Wednesday
at 2 o’clock from Wllejk's Corner
Church.
Interment In North Parish
cemetery.

IN MEMORIAM
In loving memory of Alice L. Gray
who passed away Jan. 26. 1937.
Gone, dear one, gone forever.
How we miss your smiling face,
But you left us to remember.
None on earth can take your place.
A happy home we once enjoyed,
How sweet the memory still,
But death has left a loneliness
The world, can never fill.
•
Husband, daughters and son
IN MEMORIAM
In loving memory of Benjamin H.
Lincoln of Washington who passed
away Jan. 27, 1936.
Nothing but memories since that sad
When

the one we

loved was called

God knows how much we miss him.
He counts the tears we shed
And whispers. "He’s only asleep.
Your loved one is not dead.
Deeply missed by his wife. Mrs. B.
H Lincoln, and daughters. Geraldine,
Mrs. Marguerite Payson, Mrs. Louise

Ames.

________

IN MEMORIAM
In loving memory of our dear hus
hed and® father who went to his

NOVELTY BINGO
TONIGHT. SPEAR HALL, 7.45
Given Away, Dinner, $7—1 each.
Sheet and Pillow Case Set, Pillow
Cases, Towels and 3 other Prizes.
12*lt
BURNING 25%
□\V E R than the
■age of the 4 other
,est-selling brands
ted —slower than
of them—Camels
give you a smokplus equal, on the
age, to

BACCOS

heavenly home Jan. 20.
Gone but not forgotten by Mrs.
LlUa
Clark
and
children
Fannie
George. Florence and Ruth.
Vinalhaven. Jan. 26. 1942.

Yard foreman John Gamage and yard superintendent Ernest Gamage
are shown with a section of the floor timbers from the Sabine. The timber
was taken from the natural crook of the tree and measures 18 feet from
Up to tip with a molded depth of 24 inches. This section was notched on
the bottom to fit on the keel which was 24 inches square. This section,
and the others shown lying on the ground, were only recently dug up from
where they served as bed logs for the last 68 years at Snow Shipyards. All
the timbers were of live oak and are sound today.
The UBB. Sabine, 54 Gun Frigate infant Navy of our nation. She was
and “fighting ship of the line” of the 200 feet in length and 45 in. beam,
United States Navy, in its infancy, a rugged craft four decks deep and
is still in the service of the nation mounting 54 guns in a row of gun
today despite the fact that her keel ports on both port and starboard
was la d 143 years ago and that she sides as well as deck guns.
The Civil War saw her taking part
saw active service in the Civil War
in
the Southern blockade, and she
and many years afterwards, as a
figured
in the rescue of all troops,
cadet and receiving Ship.
Many will contradict this state without the loss of a single life, from
ment as first read, for it would seem a sinking Northern transport in
a physical impossibility for a ship Southern waters. Heavily armed,
of such gTeat age to be cf any serv and a fast sailing craft, she was a
ice or even in existence. Neverthe- formidable opponent fcr blockade
le ss, the Sabine Is placing a mighty runners with which she had many a
important part in the building of sharp encounter. She later served
our present Navy and her duty is at as a receiving and training ship
Snow Shipyards. Several cf the and was retired from service in the
present fleet of mine sweepers which early 187O's.
the yard has produced in the past
Upon retirement from active duty,
year have been built on ways that she was offered for sale by the NaVy
rested on the bones of the old Sa to be dismantled for what materials
bine which are serving as bed-logs of value she might contain. Capt.
for the ways in the yard., and others Israel L. Snow, then owner of the
have been hauled out on the marine growing Snow Shipyards, bought the
railways, part of which were built j craft and had her towed to Rockfrom timbers from the same ves- janc} jn
winter of 1873 where
sel; others have been tied up to,
was yetj Up
Railroad Wharf
wharves, the ca-p logs of which are i ancj stripped of her gear. Later,
part of the old war dog's keel.
J hauled cut on the marine railway,
The Sabine was authorized by st,e was completely dismantled, the

Congress in 1818 together with four workmen reversing the procedure of
other ships of similar design. Speci- construction, stripping off the heavy
For dependable radio service fleations called for keels and frames planking which was from four to six
pall the Radio Shop, Tel. 844, 517 of Southern live oak and it was with inches in thickness, and then taking
Main street. Complete Philco Line. this long lived t mber that the Sa- , apart_ the heavy frame, which was
bine was built and this is the princi- ay CCpppr fastened, and finally tak-UT.
DAVID G. HODGKINS, JR.
pal reason why her timbers, still ing apart the keel, measuring 24
«
- -------—
OPTOMETRIST
Buy Defense Bonds and Stamps
sound, are in use today in helping inches square
S3« MAIN ST, ROCKLAND, MRto build our present Navy. CongresOn<?
ht
(hat the Sabine
TEL. 26
sional appropriationsJagged, and it
nQw & yessel Qf
office Hours: 9 to 12.30—to 8.96
was not until 1854 that the proud
that had ended her days of service.
Evenings By Appointment
Sabine was launched and joined the This was net so, for she was soon
26-36
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We preach the simple truths,
lived and taught by Jesus and
uphold Him as Saviour and ex
ample for all. Come!
Conducted by
Miss Mears and Miss Scherb
12‘lt

being used for many and varied
purposes about the yard of her
owners. The yard was growing, the
day of sail was in full bloom, and
the Snows used sections of her heavy
frame as bed logs cn which to lay
the keels for new schooners and
parts of her keel to make cap logs
for new docks. Her planking was
used again to plank up the schooner
Robert A. Snow, a two-master of
160 tons, which was lost at sea.
Little by little, the timber of the
old man ’o war was used up and

The Public Library is in receipt
of the following letter from Chair
man Keryn ap Rice of the Red
Cross: "Through your generous
assistance. 220 valuable First Aid
text-books of the Red Cross have :
been put in safe-keeping. Of these
110 have been allotted to the
i Knox Ocunty Civil Defense Co! ordinator, Morris Perry, and the
other 110 to J. M. Pomeroy, the
Disaster chairman Please do not
issue any except upon written aui thority signed by one of them.
The value of these books is but 60
cents each in cash, but scarcity
gives them a high extrinsic worth.”

Popular Bell Ringer

Circle supper at the Congrega
tional Church Wednesday at 6.15
will have as committee, Mrs. Har
old L. Karl, chairman, Mrs. El
bert Rappleye, Mrs. Ralph Post,
Mrs. Milton Griffin, Mrs. Ernest
Davis. Miss Alena Young. Mrs.
Horatio Cowan, Mrs. Laforest
Thurston, Mrs. Louis Cook, Mrs.
Clarence Barnard, Mrs. Harold
Greene, Mrs. Woodbury Snow. Mrs.
Fred Gatcombe. After the supper
the annual meetings of the church
and parish will take place to which
all are cordially invited.

Iu Rockland and vicinity are hun
dreds of men and women who used
to listen for the High School bell,
and who never failed to receive a
bright smile or cheerful word from
the man who rang it. And above is
his picture recalling the great old
schooldays of many years ago. Good
old John; gone, but will never be
Maynard L. Green of Rockland forgotten by any who answered his
Freshman at Boston University’s clarion call.
college of business administration
has been advanced from the lowly Tlie Odd Fellows encampments of
jt>b of “heeler” on the Boston Uni District 14 from Camden. Belfast,
versity News, student weekly paper, Unicn and Vinalhaven will be the
to a position as staff correspond guests of the Rockland Encampment
ent, according to a recent announce I.O.O.F. tomoiTow night. Allen V.
ment by John A. Scali, of Water- Sawyer, district deputy grand patri
town, a senior at the university’s arch, will be in charge. Mt. Hcreb
college of business administration. Encampment of Union will confer
the royal purple degree on a class
A class in chemical warfare de of candidates. The women of Mir
fense opened last night under Fire iam Rebekali Lodge will serve the
Chief Van E. Russell for those who supper.
have signed up as air raid wardens.
Saturday afternoon, another class There will be a special meeting
was started for the air raid wardens of Golden Rod Chapter, OEJS.,
who could not attend night classes, Friday at 7.30 at Masonic Temple.
but, would be free in the afternoons. Important business matters are to
be discussed and it is urgently re
Clarence Butler has entered the quested that all Past Matrons and
General Electric School at Lynn. Past Patrons be present.

Fred Merritt and Malcolm Has
kell of Rockland and Ora Brown,
Jr. of Oamden leave Friday for
New York where they will enter
the American Eagle Squadron of
the R_AF. They will continue from
there to Los Angeles where they
will take a 10 weeks course of In
struction at the iPolaris Flying
Academy before going to England
■for active duty. All1 three took
physical examinations and flight
tests at New Yoric recently. The
class consisted of 60 men of which
25 passed the rigid examinations
and tests. Haskell received his
preliminary training and soloed
under Ellery Preston who ls now
serving with the United States
Army Air Corps in Panama. Brown
and Merritt soloed under Instruc
tor Charles Treat of Rockland and
Brown continued his training un
der Hugo Lehtinen. Merritt has 126
hours in the air and Brown and
Haskell have slightly over 200.
They will be given ratings as fly
ing officers in the RAF. which is
a rank equal to a second lieutenant
In the United States forces.

Three

“Love” was the theme of the
weekly meeting of the YPjC.U.
in the Unlversallst parlor. Devotlonals were led by Miss Eleanor
Tracy, who was assisted by Miss
Ruth Seabury. Miss Virginia Bow
ley. Miss Celia Kirk. Joanne Horne,
Virginia Witham and Miles Saw
yer. Plans were completed for the
meeting next Sunday when the
YF.C.U. will be the supper guests
of the Comrades of the Way at
the Congregational Church, and at
which the YF.C.U. will sponsor
the devotional program and enter
tainment of the evening. Dr. Lowe
made several announcements of
importance to the union, after
which the remainder of the meet
ing was turned over to Miss Lu
cille Stanley, program chairman,
who conducted a spelling match.
Guests at the meeting included
Mrs. Herbert Kirk. Celia and
Louise Kirk, Bud Fales cf Thcm
aston and Roberta Lane.

Word has been received here
by relatives of the death Jan. 23
of Capt. Hezeklah Powers of Deer
Isle. His wife was formerly Mrs.
Among Boston University’s 11,000 ‘Mary E. Webster of this city.
students who will go down in the
University’s annals as students of
the second World War era are two
residents of Rockland, Maynard
Leo Green. 14 Tea street, College
of Business Administration; Wil
liam Hamilton Weed. Jr., 11 Pleas
ant street. College of Business Ad
ministration—evenings. Tightening
its academic belt to meet war con
ditions, Boston University, one of
the nation's 20 largest educational
Institutions, has triedi to fit its
program to all needs, both for the
young men whose schedules will
be abruptly changed, and for the
young women who will have to
step more rapidly into the vacan
cies caused by widespread military
service.
President Daniel IL.
(Marsh, who will begin his 17th year
of Boston University leadership in
He likes to go up to the attic
February, has announced' that the
and resurrect old coats that he
University will operate on three
can turn Into nearly new en
big terms, continuing in uninter
rupted service throughout the
sembles at the cost of a contrast
year. Thus Commencement, in
ing pair of trousers.
stead of being on June 6-7-8, will
occur on the week-end of May
Try it with cne cf the coats
23-24-25. The Summer term of
you have in the spare room closet
12 weeks will open on Monday,
and see how slick it works.
June 29.

This man’s hobby is
Pants.

Mass., going there Sunday with
In the remainder of the laymen’s
James Moulaison who is attending
regional
conference to be held
the school and was home for the
Wednesday
evening, at the Rock
week-end.
land First Baptist Church, an in
Arrivals at the F. J. O’Hara vitation is extended to the general
plant over the week-end were the public to attend the evening sesDorothy M., Capt. Bennett, with sion which will open at 7.30.
18.500 redfish and mixed groundOdd trousers here fcr going out
Mr. and Mrs. H. W. Thorndike, The Knox County Methodist
fish and the, Cynthia, Capt. Ira
Youth
Fellowship
will
meet
Mon(
with
new and cld coats.
located in St. Petersburg, Fla., re
Tupper, with 7.500.
day,, Feb. 2 at 7.30 p. m. in the
port a temerature of 34 degrees
Methodist Church at Rockland.
$3.50 to $7.50
Louis Nickerson has joined the there recently, which is shivery The speaker will fee Rev. Roy Wel
Naval Reserve and expects a call weather in the Everglades State. ker of the Congregational Church.
Thermometers have read “50” quite
And girls, don’t pass up this
to active duty by Feb. 1.
frequently, report the Thorndikes. The officers ate: President, Don
last
chance to get Ski Jackets
ald Oalderwood; vice president
she was forgotten, except for her
and Pants—
The Rockland Lions Club has Constance Lane; secretary, Peggy
billet head which was mounted on
Havener;i
treasurer,
Hazel
Day;
j
a change of venue tomorrow, meet
the front of the office building and
ing at Hotel Rockland as guests of worship, Ruth Miller; world fel- ’
JACKETS
remains there to this day.
the management, J. E. Stevens lowship, Agnes Day; community
$6.50, $7.95
When war clouds began to gather,
service, Harrison Dow; recreation,
will be the speaker.
over a year ago, the present owners
Warner Howard; councellors. Rev.
of Snow Shipyards contracted for Mrs. ’ Randall Marshall, Mrs. Van Deman and Gorden Reed.
PANTS, $7.50
several wooden Naval vessels for James Roach and Mr. and Mrs. Al
duty as mine sweepers and ways Plourd are attending a meeting of
were laid to accommodate them. the New England Hairdressers As
DISTRICT MEETING
Here again, the UBS, Sabine en sociation in Boston.
ROCKLAND ENCAMPMENT
tered the service of her country,
TEL. 294
WEDNESDAY NIOHT
for it was on her bones as bed logs There will be a number of grand
Supper 6.30
that the keels for ships of the Navy officers
present at
tomorrow
416 MAIN STm ROCKLAN I>. MR.
Several
Grand
Officers will be present
of the present war were laid, and night’s district meeting of (Rock
she entered active duty in the fourth land Encampment, Odd Fellows
war since she was laid down 143 hall. Supper will be served at 6.30.
years ago.
Pleasant Valley Grange will
Ten ships have raced down toward
the sea, and eventual active duty, work the third and fourth degrees
over ways that rest on the ancent tonight at the V.F.W. hall on
man o’ war’s stout timbers that have Water street. A public supper will
stood the ravages of time to take be served at 6 o’clock by the mem
their part in the present war. One bers of the Grange.
can almost see the ghost of the an
cient full rigged fighting craft rise The Rockland Ski Gulls were
EVERY CENT WILL BE GIVEN TO THE RED CROSS
out of the waters of the harbor, entertained Friday night at the
guiding the present day Navy, Harden cottage, Mirror Lake. A
which she is helping to build, to a social evening was enjoyed with
safe berth. Fighting on, nearly a games and refreshments.
century and a half after her birth,
the Sabine’s billet head over the
entrance to the yard seems to lift
again with the surge of sea, eager
MAIN ST., COR. TALBOT AVE.,
ROCKLAND
for the fray event though it be
Keep
Yours
Working
through the agency of another ship
This is the contribution of the Rockland Sunoco
which rose from her bones.
Station to the Red Gross
The stcry of the ancient vessel and
her present day usefulness came to
Call 590-W
Have Your Car Lubricated At
light just recently when certain bed
RADIO SERVICE .
logs were dug up to make way for
ROCKLAND SUNOCO STATION
Central Shell Station
cement foundations for large Naval
34
UNION
ST„
ROCKLAND
vessels the yard is now starting on.
12*lt
One entire floor frame section whch
was 18 feet in length, and had a
moulded depth of 24 inches, was dug
up and found to be in perfect con
dition, as sound as the day it was
cut in some Southern forest 143
♦
DON’T LET
years ago. Several other sections
were found and are now being pre
served in the yard and may serve
again in future years.
Two men were found who worked
STEAL YOUR FURNACE HEAT
on the Sabine when she came to
Rockland—Willis Snow and George
Tinney, who were boys at that time.
Mr. Snow is now retired and Mr.
Tinney still operates the engines
which haul out boats on the marine
BE COMTORTABLE AND SAVE
railways.
Mr. Snow revaled that many other
ASK YOUR FRIENDS
ASK YOUR NEIGHBORS
uses were made of the Sabine’s tim
bers in the yard. Several were used
Then Call 511 For An Estimate
in the marine railway’s foundations
and remain there to this day. Others
were used as the foundation and
frame of the building known as the
salt shed and still others as cap
TEL. 511
logs on the wharves of the yard.
245 MAIN STREET,
ROCKLAND, MAINE
He also used some of the wood to
E. D. MORTON, District Manager.
HARRY HANSCOM, Representative
make small ship models, one of
5-6
which is a replica of the Sabine
herself.—By Sid Cullen.
*

GREGORYS

THE ENTIRE PROCEEDS

From Every Lubrication Job

if you have the job done before Feb. 1 at

ROCKLAND SUNOCO STATION

Radio Is a Necessity

W. H. Emery

OLD MAN WINTER

INSULATE

EAGLE ROCK WOOL INSULATION CO.
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CHAPTER XIII

The Commissioner pressed his
lips together.
“Mm. And he was dictating a
codicil to his will. I’ll be over to
talk with Mrs Hale.” As Martha
started for the door with Blot trail
ing her. he directed, "Don't tell
her that I'm coming ” He turned to
the deputy who had gnawed one
side of his mustache out of reach and
had commenced on the other.
“Come with me, Harcourt. The lady
may need persuading."
The Commissioner’s eyes were
sharp but reassuringly friendly as
he took command of the situation.
“Mrs. Hale, did you quarrel with
your husband before you went to the
dance last evening; did he object to
your leaving him?”
“Was it only last evening?” he
shivered. "He didn’t want me to
go.”
“But you went?”
“Yes. For a short time.”
“Did he threaten you?”
“Not more than usual. Said that
he had dictated a codicil to his will
the day before—perhaps he was tellz ing the truth, perhaps not—leaving
me only dower rights in his proper
ty. he would sign it at once if I left
him.”
“Mm. I see. Had he quarreled
with anyone a* headquarters?”
“With Mr Harcourt. You can’t
suspect him. you can't! Bruce nev
er quarreled with him. He was at
the Waffle Shop every moment till
he walked home with me and then
he didn’t come in.”
“But the shooting was done with
his revolver."
“How do you know?" The ques
tion was a strained whisper.
“It was found on the shore.”
She looked up with agonized eyes
at Harcourt standing by the mantel.
“Bruce! Bruce!”
"You and your brother were in the
II house helping decorate it. Did
you notice whether the gun was
there?"
“I—I didn't notice.”
‘ “Anyone there besides you and
your brother?"
“Kadyama brought in the greens.
Miss Mary was unpacking some
things in one of the bedrooms.”
Mrs. Hale, describe what you
found when you entered the cabin.”
“Joe was lying face down on the
rug. Wheel-chair overturned. I don’t
know how long I stood staring at
him. I felt something tugging at my
skirt. It was my little dog begging
to be taken up. That broke the Spell
of horror. I raised Joe’s head and
shoulders, realized what had hap
pened and rushed for Mr. Har
court.”
"You don’t remember seeing a re
volver anywhere?”
She shook her head.
The Commissioner fitted spatula
finger-tips together with nice pre
cision. “Any theory as to the mo
tive for the attack on your hus
band. Mrs. Hale?”
Her thin fingers tightened. “No.
Unless—unless it was robbery. Joe
always carried a lot of cash.”
“Why did you go for Mr. Har
court instead of your brother?”
“Go for Jimmy? Why he hated
Joe and—” she stifled a cry with
one hand. “You’re not trying to
make out that Jimmy did it, are
you? Bruce! Bruce! You know Jim
my. You know that he’s incapable
of a thing like that.”
“Did he tell you then that he was
going away?"
“Away! Where?” She was on her
feet, swaying as she stood. Har-

cares so awfully for himself as a
cook.”
Harcourt looked gravely at Janice
seated across the small table.
"For the first time In my life I
understand why my father always
said grace at his own table. Mother
was something for which to give
daily thanks if he had nothing else.”
He cleared his voice. “Where did
all this elegance come from?” He
touched the beautiful cloth with a
shining silver spoon.
“I told you that I had not real
ized quite into what I was adven
turing. Thought I might have an
occasional afternoon tea.”
chair.
"And you drew this. It is all
“Take it easy, Millicent. Jimmy
wrong.
Jan. but we won’t go back to
went off in a plane.”
that now.” He looked at the clock.
“Where, Bruce, where?”
“In just one hour he will be on “I am taking off in just thirty min
his way to find out. We won’t trou utes.”
“Where?”
ble you any more now, Mrs. Hale.
“
After Jimmy Chester.”
Good afternoon. See you in the
“Oh, no! Not nice Jimmy Ches
morning. Come on, Harcourt.”
Out of earshot of the Samp cabin, ter! Does the Commissioner think
he did it?”
the Commissioner stopped.
He told her of the interview with
“That woman knows more than
Millicent
Hale, while Pasca served
she’s telling, a whole lot more. We’ll
let her think we’re as dumb as she the simple supper. As the Eskimo
thinks we are, while we go after set cups of coffee on the table, Hari court smiled at the girl.
Chester.”
“This has the restaurant at which
"Then you really meant that I
1
we
dined beaten a mile. Feed Tong,
was to hunt for him?”
Pasca.
Fuel the Tanager. I will be
“Of course we are going for him.”
at
the
field
in ten minutes.”
“We?”
As the door closed behind the man
“Sure. I have every confidence
that you really want to find the mur and dog, Janice asked:
“Why are you taking that particu
derer, but you like and trust Jimmy
Chester. I'm convinced that he’s lar plane?”
“Because I can take off after a
our man. Meanwhile, have the clerk
keep tabs on native expenditures at run of less than three hundred feet,
the Company store. You didn’t tell and ciyne to a complete stop one
me that Hale’s wad was gone when hundred feet from the spot where
the plane first touches the ground.
you found him.”
As I don’t know where I may have
“I told you that after lifting him to come down, it’s the best bet.”
to the couch no one touched him till
He looked at her steadily. “Do I
you got here. We thought you would need to tell you that Millicent’s in
want everything left undisturbed.” timation that it would matter to me
“That’s right! That’s right! We’ll if she were free is a figment of her
let the robbery theory cool while we crazed imagination?”
go for Chester. You lead the way
Janice was intent on the pattern
in your plane. I’ll follow in mine she was etching on the cloth with
with my pilot You must know every the tip of a silver spoon.
field where a plane can land.”
“Imagination! It sounded like the
“I do. We have three large camps real thing to me.”
stocked with provisions for two
He caught her shoulders. “You
years. They have good fields. Un know
better. You know that I—
less Chester had an accident, he Good Lord,
is that the Commission
must have come - down in one of er knocking? Can’t he allow me a
those. He wouldn’t go to a city or minute with—with my family?”
town of any size. If he is running
He opened the door. The smil
away, he would know that you would ing, impeccably dressed man fac
have his description broadcast.”
ing him said suavely:
“We’ll start in an hour. Leave
“I was told that I would find—”
someone in charge with instructions
“Ned!”
to let Mrs. Hale have her head.
The choked exclamation came
Get 'em all feeling secure, that’s from Janice. Harcourt glanced at
the idea. Going to eat at the Waffle the clock. Five minutes before he
Shop?”
was due at the flying field. Only
“No. At my cabin. I want to five minutes. He looked straight at
talk with Pasca, my house-boy, and Paxton, whose eyes were on the
leave Grant in charge.”
girl.
Tubby Grant was strumming a
“Come in. Jan, here is a friend
mournful ditty on his ukulele as from the outside world.” As she
Harcourt entered his cabin and left took a step forward he glanced uninstructions.
seeingly at his wrist-watch. “Sor
“Keep your ej*e on Janice, will ry that I have to leave headquarters
just as you arrive, Paxton, but Jan
you?”
“What a heck of a honeymoon!” ice and Grant will show you the
“By the way, Millicent suggested wonders of this north country.”
robbery as the motive of the at
He caught the girl in his arms.
tack on Joe. No money was found “It’s like tearing my heart out to
on him or in the cabin, you remem leave you. Beautiful!” He kissed her
ber. Kadyama will bear watching.” eyes, her throat, her mouth. She
“Did you get that hunch too? He struggled for an instant before she
said that Tatima was at the squaw- relaxed against him. He pressed his
dance. She denied being there. lips to her hair. "Dearest!”
Something fishy about that. I put
“Ha-ar-court!”
his grudge down to jealousy, I
The Commissioner’s shout outside
hadn’t thought of money. I’ll bet crashed into his husky voice. Jan
that while you and the Commis ice caught the back of the chair as
sioner are beating the bushes for he released her. Her long lashes
harmless Jimmy Chester, the party were a dark fringe against her col
who shot Hale will be sitting pretty orless skin. Paxton was staring out
right here.”
of the window, a fighting set to his
Smoke rose from the chimney, shoulders.
drifted lazily into the pink after
Harcourt picked up jumpers, hel
glow, as Harcourt entered his cabin. met, rifle. His blood raced. He had
He stopped on the threshold.
intended to kiss Janice lightly, a
Was that really an embroidered mere gesture to impress the late
cloth and shining silver on the small fiance with the reality of their re
table laid for two, or was he seeing lationship. The feel of her in his
things? The plates and tumblers arms had set him aflame. He had
of the warranted-to-withstand-wear- kissed her as though he were
and-tear variety were his—he would starved for her—as he was. Would
swear to that. Who was humming she forgive him?
to the accompaniment of an eggShe followed him to the door in
beater? He flung open the kitchen true wifely solicitude. Said in a
door.
voice disconcertingly steady:
“Janice!”
“Good luck to you, Bruce.”
The girl in her gay smock, furi
As he stepped to the board walk
ously beating eggs in a bowl, bobbed she leaned forward to whisper furi
a dancing-school curtsy.
ously:
“What are you doing here?”
“Your technique is superb. You
"Here! Didn’t milord send word must have had heaps of practice.
by Miss Martha that if I did not But why martyr yourself to impress
return to the H house pronto he Ned?”
would come for me?”
He caught her hand. She twisted
“I didn't send for you because I it free. Stepped back.
wanted a cook."
The door closed.
“Don't bite. Miss Martha inti
• • •
mated that as a chef Pasca left
Harcourt was still stubbornly
something to be desired. ’I seen clinging to the conviction of Jimmy
my duty an' I done it.' Look at that Chester’s innocence when on the
asparagus with sauce vinaigrette. I third day of the search he left the
found a basket of gulls’ eggs. I’m northernmost camp. Not one of the
making an omelette, a plump, yel three he had visited had yielded a
low omelette, not one of those thin clue. The Commissioner was irri
things with a soap-sudsy filling. tated and air-worn. He had ordered
Something tells me that I have mor a return to headquarters, had radi
tally offended your house-boy. He oed Grant to expect them that aft
ernoon. As Harcourt climbed to
cruising altitude the first uneasiness
as to Chester’s safety seized him.
Suppose he had cracked up some
where, had nothing for food but
emergency rations?
Once he thought he heard the vi
bration of an engine ahead. It
couldn't be the Commissioner, must
be a sound mirage. He sent the
plane up again and came out into
the sun. The altimeter registered a
mile.
He kept above the clouds till he
came into clear sky. Descended to
America must be strong.
get his bearings. Was that a camp
Every man and woman must
below? Men, looking no bigger than
contribute their strength to the
beetles, moving. Digging? Probably
strength of America at war.
archaeologists in search of the first
Americans. He looked at the com
Some are carrying guns—
pass. His heart stood still. It had
some are flying planes—some
gone dead. Some electric current in
are giving their blood on ships
that prickling rain storm had done
at sea.
the trick. Where was he? He de
scended as far as he dared. The
YOU on the home front must
water
was dotted with bergs, em
buy those guns—those planes—
erald
green
with snowy tops. On
those ships. That must be your
the shore were the low crumbling
contribution to freedom under
mounds of what had once been an
fire!
BUY DEFENSE
Eskimo colony. Where was he?
STAMPS AND BONDS TO
A buzz in his ear warned him
DAY—buy them with every
that be must have more forward
penny you have to spare 1
speed instantly or the plane would
at
Ai

t want.. .
FIGHTING DOLLARS

Out of earshot of the Samp cabin,
the Commissioner stopped.

court pressed her back into the

SAVE!
Time, Mistakes
Worry, Expense,
Rentals
Only $1.50 Week
ROCKLAND TYPEWRITER CO.
71 Park St.,
Rockland.
Tel. 297-

[gyery-Othcr-Pay

< Warren Lodge

WALDOBORO
« ft ft ft
MRS. LOUISE MTLLER
Correspondent
fit ft ft ft

Tel. 27

Mrs. Melissa Davis has returned
from Allston, Mass, where she has
been visiting.
Members of the Civilian Motor
Corps Monday night completed
their course in mechanics. This
course was given at the Waldo
boro Garage Filling Station and
was under the direction of Mrs.
Mildred Robertson, chairman of
the Motor Corps. Clarence Hilt and
Ralph Morse were the instructors.
Dewey Moody and Neil Mills,
student at the U. of M. have been
spending a few days at their
homes here.
'Miss Eleanor Miller who has
been visiting Mrs. Lawson Pink
ham in Damariscotta for three
weeks, has returned home.
Mr. and Mrs. John Bumheimer,
Miss Ruth Bumheimer and Miss
Elizabeth Miller spent Sunday in
Madison with Mr. and Mrs. War
ren Pearl.
Thomas Creamer who is em
ployed in Portland spent the
week-end with his parents Mr. arid
Mrs. Milton Creamer.
John Cooney of Boston visited in
town over the week-end.
Miss Barbara Scott of Portland
spent the week-end at her home
here.
Mr. and Mrs. Carroll French of
West Poland visited over the week
end with Mr. Carroll’s mother,
Mrs. Warren W. Creamer.
A special meeting of King Solo
mon's Lodge, F.AM. was held Fri
day for inspection. Louis A. Walk
er, D.D.GM. of Rockiand was the
inspecting officer.
Mrs. Madeline Porter spent the
week-end with Mr. Porter in
Massachusetts.
Miss Cordelia Barnard who
teaches school in Belfast spent
the week-end with her parents,
Rev. and Mrs. O. G. Barnard.
Clyde Vannah of Portland1 visi
ted his mother, Mrs. Lillian Van
nah over the week-end.
Mrs. Cora Genthner died Jan.
22 at her home here. She is sur
vived by two daughters. Mrs.
Mabel Taylor of ‘Rochester, N. Y.,
Mrs. Jessie Bragdon of Ipswich,
Mass., one son, Harlow Genthner
cf this town and one granddaugh
ter, Mrs. Howard Horseman of
Ipswich. Mass. Funeral services
were held at the home Sunday.
Rev. Harold Nutter officiating. In
terment was in German Lutheran
cemetery.

PORT CLYDE
Mrs. Maud Anthony has returned
home after spending several weeks
in Vinalhaven.
Mr. and Mrs. Vere Crockett and
daughter Sally of iRockland visited
Sunday with Mr. and Mrs. Merton
Anthony.
Mr. and Mrs. Theodore Davis and
children of Rockland passed Sun
day with Mr. and Mrs. Forest R
Davis.
Harland Hupper who has em
ployment in Hartford, is spending a
few days with his family.
Mrs. Clifton Morse was hostess
Tuesday to the Willing Workers.
Mrs. Ralph Hupper is a patient
at Knox Hospital.
The Baptist Circle met Wednes
day at the home of Mrs. Electa
Hopkins.

Subscribe to The Courier-Gazette
$3.00 a year
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WARREN

I. 0. 0. F. Will Observe Its
Fiftieth Birthday Friday
Resume of Lodge History
Warren Lodge. I.O.OF. will ob
serve its 50th anniversary Friday
at special exercises. The public
and all members of the Rebekah
Lodge are invited, the program
to start at 8 o’clock, with arrange
ments made by Ralph Robinson,
Edwin Gammon and George E.
Gray.
Several grand officers of the
Grand Lodge of Maine, and of the
Rebekah Assembly of Maine are
expected to be present. Program
numbers will include the welcome
by the noble grand; response by
LaForest Mank of Waldoboro,
deputy grand master of this dis
trict; history of Warren Lodge, by
Emerson W. Perkins, past grand,
and past district deputy grand
master. A musical program will
be under the supervision of Miss
Verna Robinson. Buffet lunch will
be served.
When organized, Warren Lodge
had 29 charter members, one of
whom is still living—G. Dudley
Gould of Rockland, past noble
grand, who served as recording
secretary for several years. In fact
Mr. Gould was the first secretary
of the lodge.
The first officers of the lodge
were: Noble grand, Samuel H.
Emery; vice grand, Atwood A.
Moody; recording secretary, G. D.
Gould; financial secretary, E. R.
Moody; treasurer, M. R. Mathews:
warden, Charles B. Libby; con
ductor, Nathaniel Gould; outer
guard, William H. Perkins; inside
guardian, John Collins; right sup
porter noble grand. S. N. Simmons;
left supporter noble grand, A. L.
Broadman; right scene supporter,
Granville Lawrence; left scene
supporter, Ed. J. Cook; right sup
porter vice grand. Will H. Swan;
left supporter vice grand. A. K.
Kalloch;
chaplain,
Porter F.
Richmond.
These officers were installed by
the Grand Master, Nicholas Fes
senden of Fort Fairfield, Samuel
Adams of Belfast, grand marshal,
acting as grand secretary, assis
ted by several district deputies,
among them Oliver Lovejoy of
Rockland, who Is still' living.
For nine years the lodge held its
meetings in what now is the War
ren Grange halt The present Odd
Fellow block was buil't in 1901 and
dedicated, Nov. 20 of that year.
Deacon John L. Stevens, deceased,
the builder.
For several years there was de
gree work at every meeting and
membership for the first three
years jumped from 29 to 87. In
1911 there were 143 members.
During the World War of 1917,
membership dropped, but for the
lodge year 1940 and 1941, has
shown a steady growth, recorded
on the honor roll in the Grand
Lodge of Maine, as the third in
the state in net gain of member
ship. for that year.
One of the oldest living mem
bers is Ansel M. Hilt, past grand,
seven years deputy grand master,
and for five years district deputy
grand patriarch in the Encamp
ment, who has been affiliated with
the local lodge for 47 years. Other
past grands of the order, deceased
who have served as district deputy
grand masters are: Atwood. Moody,
Fred Mathews, E. P. Moore, and
Emerson W. Perkins. In 1894,
Samuel Emery- pastor of the lccal
Baptist Church served as grand
chaplain for the Grand Lodge of
Maine.
The present officers are: Noble
grand, George E. Gray; vice grand,
George P. Kenniston; recording
secretary, Edwin Gammon; finan
cial secretary. Ralph Robinson;
treasurer, John Connell; warden,
Alfred Wyllie; conductor, Carl
Perry; right supporter noble grand,
G. A. Aspey; left supporter noble
grand, George Buck; chaplain.
Arthur Perry; right scene suppor
ter, Altti Lehto; left scene sup
porter, Harold Weaver; right sup
porter vice grand. L. D. Gammon;
left supporter vice grand, Emery
Simmons; inside guardian, Leslie
Weaver; outside guardian, Emer
son W. Perkins; pianist, Raymond
Payson.
Members who served in the First
World War are Charles H. Conant,
Austin J. Wiley, and Ernest M.
Barlow. One member is in the
service now—Andrew ConnelL at
Fort Lee, Va.

he climbed swiftly he looked round
the horizon to get his bearings. To
ward the south the sky was black
with smoke. Old Katmal tuning up
Now he knew the direction in which
to fly.
He mounted into the clouds. They
were moving south. They would
serve as compass. The drone of an
engine? Was be really hearing it?
The effect was weird. Suddenly fog
caught him.
To his astonishment he came out
into brilliant sunlight What an in
fernally queer world! The berg-dot
ted sea w»s over his right wing.
In his relief he laughed. The plane
had flopped on its side. He righted
it and took his bearings.
How long had he been flying aim
lessly in the storm? He glanced at
his wrist-watch. Noon. He frowned
at the gas gauge. Couldn’t do much
more experimenting with that sup
ply. He peered over the side of the
ship. An ice-floe. Big as an ablebodied island with acres of plateau
He wing-slipped nearer, wires hum
ming. Dots! Three of them! Two COUREEB-GAZETTB WANT ADb
moving. One inert. A plane on its
WORK WONHICRA
side! The phantom of the clouds
cracked-up? Could one of the dots
ANSWER TO
be Chester? No Jimmy went alone.
CROSSWORD PUZZLE
Engine shut off. he side-slipped
A 1 Ds
down. Landed, bumped and skid DD0H
IP|O 5 T A L
ded over the rough surface to a stop
Ajl LN‘I
The floe stretched away illimitably.
L'SBAiTj JA!A S E M 1
c M AP
not a collection of cakes but acres
N t>”r a
IA L
of grinding, heaving ice-fields, their
0 0
srPlAiRiStE
s CE
smoothness broken by an occasional
el|i t HE a
qlIpi
crevice choked with loose frag
ani
□
ments, by swiftly running rills. He
JpSirL
sen
pushed back hii helmet. The crip
SSSSE? ■■ 3EEBSH
pled plane! Good Lord, what a
a sbkhIesiih e
wreck! Propeller smashed, one wing
sna @EinsQSE
gashed into fringe by the ice. Where
3(5300 SHaaE (3SD0
was the pilot?

ALENA L. STARRJEMT
Correspondent

(To be coutiaued)

SESKJ

EI1SD

V H. Shields cf North
*
hven was in town Saturday.
Mary Wentworth ts spent
I L/l

with a BIG

Newell W. Eugiey, who suffered
a serious heart attack Sunday, is
confined to his bed, but somewhat
improved.
Offlcers-elect cf E. A. Starrett
Auxiliary. S.U.V. will be installed
Wednesday afternoon. Chairman of
the dinner committee is Mrs. Helen
Hilton.
Members of the Woman’s Club,
who have net turned in to Mrs.
Willis R. Vinal. the aprons, the pro
ceeds of which are to benefit the
local branch of the Red Cross are
asked to do so by the end of this
week.
By an inadvertence, the name of
Mrs. W. A. Meservey, mother cf the
late J. Raymond Meservey, well
known photographer and printer,
who died last week, was omitted
from the recent obituary notice, in
the list of surviving relatives.
Books of the tewn will close Jan
31.
Perry V. Greene is attending the
Sportsmen’s Show in Hartford this
week, exhibiting a team of his
Chinook dogs, including Riki, the
lead dog. Accompanying him is Mrs.
Greene, who will give exhibitions
of casting at the show. Mrs. Greene
is the champion woman caster of
Maine.

‘ several days in Portland,

lunicn Church Circle will meet
Lrsday. Supper wi’.l be served at

FUTURE!
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To wear under fur

3
12
21
22
23
24
26
28
31
32
39
41

44
47
55
56
57
58
59
02
64
71
75
85

RIrs. Edith Vinal is visiting
Lughter Mrs. iRcnald Gillis

These Suits are
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IA
1

successful cake and candy &Lhc;d Saturday
at Sentt
|rjnr-3 store ty II -h Srhcol D<
Lting Club.

on Fifth Avenue

$7.95 to $15.50

[Francis Conway
. wccjr with

SPECIAL NUMBERS
Rung Only From Fire Station
Ambulance Call
American Legion
Coast Guard
Chiefs Call
Broadway and West to Oliver
Grace Street to Broad
Oliver, and all west
Crescent and Thomaston and
South to Mechanic
North of Limerock to Rankin,
across Union
Purchase and west to Orange
Broadway and west to Pleasant
Pleasant and Park Streets, ell
west of Iron Bridge
Special Deputies Call
Knox Hospital (private)
No School
North Main and Maverick, west
to Old County Road
Old County Road to Juniper Hill
Lake Avenue to Rockport Line
Waldo Ave. and north to Glen
Militia Call
Boy Scouts
Thomaston Militia Call
Spring Street and vicinity
Airport District

Buy Defense Bonds and 6tamps

INCOME TAX
If you make over $15 a week
you may have to file Income
Tax! Your Income Tax Guide,
64 Page Book, only 25c shows
206 deductions.
Shows HOW
to Fill Out Your Form, AND
Many Valuable helps.
Full
cash refund if not satisfied
after 3 days.
By mail only
39c.

SIDNEY L SEGAL
71 Park St..
Rockland, Me.
Tel. 297-W
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r-ed with cards. Tho. e presen ■
L-e, Mrs. O. V. Drew. Mrs. Sada

SALE!

obbins, Mrs. C. L. Boman, Mrs
, 'Smalley, Mrs. C C. Wefcrie
Mcrtle Stinson and Mi

PLAYING CARDS
Krgulnr 75c Lards
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who spent

his family

xned Saturday tc Boston.

Sizes for

J

ht:
in

grth Haven fcr severe 1 weeks.

“all the^age”

llanrhe Kittredge.
Honors
rds went to Mrs Robbins Mr.

49c

nalley and Mr.-:. Stinscn.
I Miss Jran Strachan wa.- a visi-

Double Packs

[r Saturday in Rockland.

98c

APPLETON RIDGE
I Mr. and M:s. Mervelle 8earle
(.Muriel Rcbbins) of Portland wen
Tcent callers cn Mrs. Mary FulF

I Miss Rachel
fedneeday to

Mitchell returnBurkettville afti |

Lending a few days at

FIRE ALARM BOXES
Limerock and Main Streets
Pacific and Mechanic Streets
Mechanic and South Main Sts.
Tillson Avenue
Fulton and Suffolk Streets
Main, cor. North and Florence
Orange and Pleasant Streets
Park and Main Streets
Broad and Grace Streets
Broadway and Rankin Street
Lincoln and Summer Streets
Talbot Ave., opposite Fern St.
Rankin Block
North Main and Warren Sts.
Main, cor. Cedar and Front StsCedar, cor. Old County Road
West Meadow Road
Camden, opposite Adam®
Maverick, corner Spruce
Fire Out or Under Control

WARNING!

A. Bragdon and Mrs. Leo

Jackets and Coats

Emergency Telephone Calls
Central Fire House,
434
Chiefs Residence,
408
Police Station.
1223
Burpee Ambulance,
390
Russell Ambulance,
66?
35
27
29
33
34
35
36
37
38
42
43
45
46
48
49
51
52
53
54
1-1

The housekeepers are Mts
Bagley- Mrs. Albert Carver

r« G

Notice Regarding Deliveries: In view of the t’re situation we
ask you to co-operate by taking parcels with ycu when possible! XNo deliveries on sales under $1.00.
/j

ROCKLAND
FIRE ALARM

ZS zs ZK

MRS. EMMA WINSLOW
Correspondent

“LITTLE” SUITS

the home

< J

Fine

IN EVERYBODY’S COLUMN

»
Advertisements in this column not to exceed three lines in
serted once for 25 cents, three times for 50 cents. Additional
lines five cents each for one time; 10 cents for three times. Five
small words to a line.

Special Notice: All “blind ads” so-called L e. advertise
ments whieb require the answers to be sent te The CourierGazette office for handling, cost 25 cents additional.

EGGS AND CHICKS

•V1r. '-rry-,-;.
‘

TO LET

WANTED

TWO pr 3-room furnished apt. to
WOODCHOPPERS wanted Tel Cam
let, with bath 57 PACIFIC ST Cltv
den 2521, CHARLES E KINC.
_12 14
___________________________
GIRL or» woman wanted to care for
7-ROOM house to let. bath, furnace,
two children, afternoons.
Tel. 1255 2 car garage, rent $20 month. TFT.
CURTIS GOODWIN, cor Rankin St. 997-W. Rockland.
11*13
and Old County Rd______________ 12*lt
TWO
unfurnished
apartments
to
DUE TO DRAFT WE CAN PLACE
two reliable men on steady year let. 4 rooms and bath, desirable locaaround work. Write BOX 367-C, New ' tion L A THURSTON. Tel. 1159 9-tf
ark. N. J.__________________________ 12*13
HOUSE, modern Improvements and
HOUSEKEEPER wanted In elderly garage to let. MRS. ORRIN SMITH.
man's home; general housework and Tel. 396-M. Ocean Ave.. Intraham
plafn cooking. .TAMES E ANDREWS Hill
________________ _________ 10*12-tf
Vinalhaven.
10*12
EXCELLENT heated 6-room apart
WOOD choppers wanted.
MIKE ment to ler at 36 Pleasant St. MIKE
6-tf
ARMATA. Tel. 1051-R. City.
6-tf , ARMATA. Tel. 1051-R.
FURNITURE wanted to upholster
ROOMS to let at 15 Grove St.. Tel
called for and delivered. T. J. FLEM- 579-W FLORA COLLINS.
l-tf
ING, 19 Birch St., Tel. 212-W.
1-tf

GO/*

-•»

CH

LOST AND FOUND

S.C R.I. Reds chicks and barred
MALE shag cat fou’nd, black and
Rocks and roosters, for sale. U. S. white.
TEL. 554-W, 5 Spear Apts
Pullorum clean. Write or phone M. M Main St.
12-14
KINNEY, Thomaston. Me., St. George
Rd., Box 49, Tel. Tenants Harbor 5614.
7*18
CLEMENTS Chicks—“Stand the gaff’7
of heavy, profitable production be
cause they have years cf finest breed
2-ROOM heated ant to let. and
ing behind them. Customers report
at $4 week. FO-S HOUSE. 77
excellent results. You can get them rooms,
Park
Sta Tel. 330 _______________ 12-tf
too. Pullet chicks ln all breeds Write
f r free complete catalog. CLEMENTS
6 ROOM house to let rt 10 Grace St.
BROTHERS FARMS. Rt. 33. Winter- Apply to ERNEST C DAVIS, Broadport. Me.
way■________
12-14
5 ROOM unfurnished modern apart
ment. to let at 6 Talbot Ave. R. M
ONFlL.Tcl 1337-R______________ 12*14

invites the

ward-lookir
in

fact, all

Chevrolet cL

CAR Cl

FOR SALE
FUR coat for sale, size 18; price $8
139 THOMASON ST.
12*11

NEW house for sale, garden plot
$650.
Small down payment. MAY

__________

wcu tut WEDS SHOTS
K t H I MMT

aS|R

Cion

LEHT

JONES. 20 Thatcher St.. Thomaston
12*14
SMALL table model washing ma
chine for sale, practically new
Price
$10. TEL. 571. 130 Limerock St. 12 14
3-OCT.AVE Deagan Xylophone and
' case for sale. Apply BOX 183 or 22
i Knox St., TMomastOn.
11*13
DAY old chicks for sale. New Hamp
shire Reds; R. I. Reds. Straight or
sexed. Maine U. S. pullorum clean
H. W. LITTLE, Tel. 532. Rockland
____________________________________ 10-1.3
ONE Remington typewriter $15. one
adding machine $20. and all mikes
for sale, to let and repaired at lowest
prices, one new add subtract machine.
I list $125 to sell for $95 Tel. 973-W.
J W THOMAS
10-t.f
FARM for sale. 250 acres, good
buildings and cellar, on good road,
plenty water: easy terms, price $1 one
V. F STUDLEY. 283 Main St., Tel.
1154 or 77 Park St. Foss House. Te:
330.
_________ _________ i-tf
FOUR rooms, complete house fur
nishings for sale, practically new Will
sell as ts or separately. Reasonable for
cash. At 354 Broadway, City. CALL be
tween 9 a. m -8 p. m
LIVE bait for sale. H. H. CRIE? 328
Main St., City,
___________ 153-tf
HARD eoal for sale, stove and nut
$15.50; Pocahontas soft coal $10.25. J. B
PAULSEN Ac SON, Tel 62, Thomaston.

To conserve rubberwheel alignment cbeJ

1-tf

D. & H. hard coal, egg, stove, nut

$15.50 per ton. del. Nut size and run
of mine New River soft, not screened
110 25 ton del M. B. A C. O PERRY
519 Main St.. TeL 487.
1-tf

MISCELLANEOUS

a

___________

zs
zs

SENTER CRANE'S

fit fit fit

ANDREW Reklla. Shoe Repairin';
Shop. 568 Main St,, opposite Perry s
coal yard.________
12-tf
LIGHT trucking.
waste removal;
sewing machine repairing, tet. 314-W
8*13

PEARL HARBOR

Subscribe to The Courier-Gazette.
$3.00 a year
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Rockland Courier-Gazette, Tuesday, January 27, 1942
“WE CONGRATULATE YOU”

VINALHAVEN

We Congratulate You!

.1 Vinal is visiting her
\I;
Ronald Gillis in
fcr severe! weeks,
cake and candy sale
3..:urdiy at Senter
tj II.yh School Dc-

Avenue

$15.50
Is for
Id

i;

Women

E !
[j CARDS

he t:re situation we
ycu when possible!

• nway who spent the
• 1 h.s family here retc Boston.
. Christie W2S hestess
Bridge Fight” Sup■: ved and the evening
1 ards. Those present
O V. Drew, Mrs. Sada
C. L. Bcman, Mrs.
,. Mrs. C C. Webster.
Stinson and Mrs.
LU Hedge.
Honors at
■0 M s. Robbins. Mrs.
1 Mr.;. Stinscn.
l.er giandparents, Mr. and Mrs. T.
i Strachan was a visi- i
Williams.
7 in Rockland.
Mrs. Leroy Moody and son Nelson
motored Sunday to Pittsfield and
APPLETON RIDGE
j Augusta.
M
Mervelle Searles
Kenneth Hustus and Doris Hustus j
;el R .bins) of Portland were of Knox recently visited their sister,
it callers cn Mrs. Mary Fuller. Mrs. L. C. Moody.

FRIENDSHIP

Mrs. Helen Sanderson of Wollas
ton, Mass., is at the home of her
•parents,

Flavorful

ALADA
TEA.

eecd three lines ineents. Additional
hr three times. Five

and

Capt.

Mrs.

Mrs. Hattie Wotton and Mrs. John
Max Wendlind and Warren Moody
Mitchell.
were business callers Saturday in

Mrs.
Gertrude Oliver
goes
Wednesday to Portland where she
will attend a IPythian Sisters Grand
Temple session and banquet at the

. |

Columbia Hotel.

Mr. and Mrs. Spence of West
Waldoboro called Sunday on Mr.
and Mrs. Arthur McFarland and Mr.
and Mrs. Fred Felker.
Miss Katherine Jameson of Thom
aston was a business caller in town
Wednesday.
Friendship Temple, P. S. met
SOUTH THOMASTON
Tuesday and voted to contribute
Knox Lodge F. A M. will cofer $8 to the Red Cross.
the Master Mason degree Thursday
! on two candidates. James M. WilPlastic Knife
J liams will preside in the East,
A knife of plastic won’t spot or !
assisted by George W. Hamlin of stain, won’t break when it’s dropped
Rockland Ledge. Supper will be won’t chip and although it’s sharp
served at 6.30 by the Eastern Star. enough to cut vegetables and fruits,
cakes and breads, it won’t cut the
Master Masons are invited.
worker

1. e. advertlseto The CourierItional.
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cat found, black and
554 W. 5 Spear Apts.
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invites the millions of patriotic, for
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KO 'S HOUSE 77
12-tf
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pF3T C. DAVIS. Broad__________________ 12-14
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1377-R___________ 12M4
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ward-looking Chevrolet owners—and,
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lirnished apartments to
[hii t bath, desirable locamURSTON. Tel. 1159 g.tf

in

fact,

Conservation

Plan” is designed to help you keep

all

motorists —to

join

with

Chevrolet dealers in a great national

simple, fundamental, thrifty rules of car

flated, checking battery, water, oil, etc.
... (2) Get a simple service "check-up"

at your Chevrolet dealer’s now, and

"CAR CONSERVATION

avoid major troubles later. ... (3) See

your Chevrolet dealer regularly, be

cause periodical "check-ups” cost little,
while neglect brings big repair bills.

improvements and
MRS. ORRIN SMITH.
Ocean Ave.. Inerahen,
JO* 12 tf
(i-room

tion, and invites your cooperation on

care, such as keeping tires properly in

odern
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... Remember—your car also serves in
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let at 15 Grove St.. Tel
ft COLLINS
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"America's Victory Program." Keep it

serving well by keeping it well serviced.

IR SALE
CHEVROIET DEALERS SPECIALIZE IN

A
sale, size 18; price $8.
ST.___ ______ 12*11
fcr sale, garden plot,
down payment.
MAY
tatcher St
Thomarton.

THESE "CONSERVATION SERVICES”

1. TIRE SERVICE (fo conserve rubber).

2. RADIATOR (fo safeguard cooling
system).
3. LUBRICATION (fo conserve mo

tor, chassis).

4.

, U s puliorum clean.

|Trl

487.

1-tf

ILANEOUS

j
To help the downtrodden peasant, 1
Catherine Breshkovsky (baboushka)
forswore her life of luxury as a
nobleman's daughter, left her aris
tocratic husband, gave up her child,
and traveling with a zealous cob
bler, roamed Russia agitating re |
form and revolution. Siberian pris
ons, privation and exile never made
her regret her renunciation of her
pampered past.
i
,
Forswore Life of Luxury

Food in Can Okch

noted scientist gives us tiie in
formation that science has discov
ered that it is not dangerous to save
canned foods in the can after it has
been opened. They remain in bet
ter condition until eaten if the un
used portion is kept in the can.
There is nothing about the can that
will contribute to the spoilage of
food.
A

Washing Baby’s Shirts

Wash the baby’s shirts carefully.
Dip them several times in lukewarm
water and mild suds. Rub them
gently with the fingers. Rinse them
thoroughly in water of the same
temperature as that used for wash
ing and lay them flat on a towel
to dry. Be careful not to pull the
neck out of shape.

waste

removal;

engine and fuel).
FUEL

7. STEERING AND WHEEL ALIGN

in

Washington, D. C.

Mrs.

Mc

Guire and children are visiting
relatives in iRcchester, N. H.
Mr. and Mrs. Gecrge Lemoine
and children have moved to Swans
Island.
Twenty have enrolled for the
Nutrition Class which had its first
meeting last Tuesday. The Class
meets at the High School building.
Mrs. Muriel Judkins entertained
at a dinner party recently in honor
of the birthday of her mother, Mrs
Jcs e Sellers.
Miss Margaret Drew spent the
week-end in Bangor.
Mr. and Mrs. Farl Gross have
returned from a visit with relatives
in Boston and Concord.
Mrs. Marcia Billings is at the
home of Cecil Billings.

WORK WONDERS

Guard Your Country...
and Your Loved Ones

8. BODY AND FENDER REPAIR.
9. CLUTCH, TRANSMISSION, REAR
AXLE.

To

™bber_«, m«*. your

lo„ ^-bouuyou,

wheel alignment checked with this special equipmmtatyour^^^^^^^^^

10. HEADLIGHT AND ELECTRICAL
CHECK-UP.
11. SHOCK ABSORBER SERVICE.
12. PAINTING, REFINISHING,
WASHING, efc.

MOBILE NATION

STRONG NATION

ROCKLAND, MAINE

TEL. 1250

mushrooms and

the

Fry for 10 minutes. Add
tomato paste and water. Continue
to cook 10 minutes longer. When
noodles are cooked, drain and pour
the sauce over them. This recipe
will serve four to six.
onion.

blanket

whole house. It wasn't a bit

of trouble putting it in—and
we expect to save 50-50%
of our fuel bills — and get •
through the year without
a cold.

Delightful, Charming Alaska

EAGLE
INSULATION

Held also dangers for Janice in

sailors are risking their lives to

LIGHTED WINDOWS

protect yours. Patriotism, your
own self-protection, demands

by [MILK LORING

young

American soldiers and

that you do your part, nowl

Start buying

—She masqueraded as a boy

United States

Defense Savings Bonds and
Stamps immediately.
Back

—She ran away from one wedding

down the aggressors with your

—She married another man

Bonds are on sale at

banks and post offices.

cost as little as $18.75.

They
Put

your dimes in Defense Stamps

SEA VIEW GARAGE, INC

then put1 in

• SOW HOMIS •
keeps your house tool in lumriir,

worm in winter

Right now, thousands of

dollars.

5EE YOUR local
^^CHEVROLET DEALER FOR SERVICE

Boston, Mass. The trays are fine lor.
serving refreshments, are spot and
stain proof and people are snapping
them up like hot cakes.
Rebecca Kerans’ Famous Bread—
Three quarts Ceresota flour, 5 ta
blespoons lard, 4 teaspoons salt, '•
to 1 cup sugar, 1 cup cool milk
(scald milk, and cool). 3 cups cool
water. 1 cup lukewarm water, 2
yeast cakes.
Mix and sift dry ingredients, wo-'k
shortening into the flour with the
fingertips. Add cool milk and W8tnr
alternately with the yeast which has
been dissolved in cup of lukewarm
water. Knead well until smooth and
elastic. Let rise until light and
bubbly. Cut down wtihout knead
ing. Let rise agan until light and
bubbly. Turn onto baking board,
shape into an oblong roll and cut
into three loaves with as little hand
ling as possible and no kneadng
and drop into buttered loaf pans
Let rise again until light and bake
40 to 45 minutes in a 400-425 degree
F. oven.
Egg Noodles With Fresh Mush
rooms—One package La Rosa Egg
Noodles, 'ft- pound fresh mushrooms,
1 onion, 2 tablespoons butter, ti can
tomato paste, 1 cup water, salt and
pepper.
Put the noodles into boiling water.
Slice the mushrooms and onion.
Melt the butter in a frying pan.

For instance today the bread reci
pes are for the stay-at-home-more
group and there isn’t any more
heart-warming satisfaction than
loaves of bread you've baked your
self that we know. For the “up and
MENU
off group" here’s a slick speedy des
Breakfast
sert ... a sheet of hot gingerbread
Chilled Pine apple Ju cc
. . made with the quick prepared
Maltex with Raisins
mix and a pitcher of thick tart
Toasted Bacon Roll
lemon sauce to pour over it.
Milk
Coffee
Have you tried folding bits of
Lunch
canned date nut or orange nut bread
into whipped cream and chilling the *La Rosa Egg Noodles with Fresh
Mushrooms
result which is called, elegantly
* Savory Egg Sandwiches
enough, Hollywood Parfait? A quick
Baked Apples
Cookies
one there.
Tetley
Tea
There’s a wonderful new recipe
Dinner
bock waiting for your request. The
‘Deviled Roast Beef
La iRosa macaron’, spaghetti and
‘Deviled Sauce
macaroni bock. It’s brand new. It’s
Brussels Sprouts Creamed Carrots
timely since the recipes are all on
Hearts of Lettuce and Celery
the economical side and the sugges
Apple Snow on Spice Cakes
tions are new, too. Do let us send
Coffee
ycu the new La Rosa recipe book.
* Recipes given.
We can send you the new Nestle
Semi-Sweet folder, too, if you’d like
to have it. This booklet called
JUST LIKE
“Homemade Goodies Fcr the Boys
At Camp’’ and contains fine easily
A WARM
sendable recipes for good food, di
rections for packing the boxes and
even a label for the outside.
We’d like you to have the Brer
Rabbit book, too, of molasses reci
pes and the Kirkman catalog. We
can send you a free Maltex sample,
OVER THE
too—a generous bex that will make
four servings cf Maltex cereal. Ad
WHOLE HOUSE
dress Marjorie Mills, Yankee Net
work. Boston. Mass., for the free
books and sample.
For offers, lend an ear to th:s one.
We’re delighted to be able to offer
a Magic Garden Ball, through the
kindness of the Sterling Salt Co.
Send the little paper covering the
pouring spout on Sterling Salt, witn
10 cents, to Marjorie Mills, Yankee
Network, Boston, Mass. The Magic
• This is the first really com
Garden Ball is filled with ten kinds
fortable w i ntcr wc have spent
of seeds. Soak it in water and watch
in this house. Last year the
the seeds sprout and grow—vines
front rooms upstairs were al
and flowers are included in the
ways cold. This year John
selection.
said
he was sick and tired of
Another offering that is going
heating
the whole outdoors
great is the Shefford Hospitality
— so he had the house insu
tray offer. To get one of these
lated. You should hear the
16x7-inch trays made of light Bent
whole family now. Comfort
wood, in a maple finish, send two
able—I’ll say we are! Just
Shefford cheese labels and 25 cents
to Marjorie Mills, Yankee Network,
like a warm blanket over the

conserves rubber).

689 MAIN STREET,
V

tine Hospital.
Elmer McCauley and family have
moved to South Portland where
Mr. McCauley has employment.
The J. L. Goss quarry has closed
for the Winter.
Mr. and Mrs. Lawrence Webber
are occupying the J. A. Gott house
fcr the Winter.
Herman Walker is employed in
Fall River, Mass.
Mr. and Mrs. Ira Nevells have
moved to the Samuel Judkins house,
Mrs. Clayton Pomeroy has returned to Hancock after visiting
relatives here.
Mrs. Kenneth Gross is passing a
few weeks with Mr. and Mrs. George
Gross.
Mrs. Arthur Ogilvie of Rockland
has been visiting her parents, Mr.
and Mrs. William Barbour.
The Wallace York’s of South
Bluehill were recent guests of the
Hollis Gray’s at Tea Hill.
Francis McGuire has employment

what ycu want.

MENT (makes fires last longer—

le repairing. TEL. 314-W.
8*13

The Courier-Gazette.
13 00 a year

Arthur Carter is home from Cas

Before laying out a vegetable gar
den choose a spot with a southern
exposure and one that is away from
trees. Trees rob the soil of moisture
and plant food which are necessary
for good vegetables.

1 1

[■king.

help with tips now and then as to

Deep-Sea Diver ‘Bends’
The "bends” to which deep-sea
divers are susceptible is caused by
nitrogen in the highly compressed
air entering the blood. Then, if the
GEORGES RIVER ROAD
diver ascends too rapidly, the nitro
The
Church Sewing Circle meets
gen comes out of the blood, forms
bubbles in the veins and arteries tonight with Mrs. Mildred1 Harju
la. This group organized recently
and results in great pain.
at the parsonage with Miss Eva
Buried Side by Side
Johnsen. Mrs. Gempi Torpacka
Established as the burial places was elected president and 'Mts.
for Union soldiers. North Carolina's
four federal cemeteries at Raleigh, Jenny Anderson secretary trea
Wilmington. New Bern and Salis surer. Anyone interested in help
bury, are now the resting place of ing the church is invited to join.
many Southerners killed in the Span
ish-American and World wars.
COURIER-GAZETTE WANT ADb

and they, too, will go to work.
Shoe Repairing
I
cpposltc Perry's
I___ _ ________________ 12-tf

STONINGTON

BRAKES (fo preserve lining, efc.).

6. CARBURETOR AND
PUMP (fo save fuel).

____ 1-tf

- complete house furale practically new Will
eparateiv. Reasonable for
, idwav. City. CALL be-8 p. m
■r sale. fin. CRIE? 328
■
_____________ 153-tf
for sale, stove and nut
tas soft coal $10.25. J. B.
pON. Tel 62. Thomaston.
1-tf
|rd coal egg. stove, nut
I. del Nut size and run
|R1; • r soft, not screened
| M. B & C a PERRY.

Crust Not Best

Pre—.

We’ve been trying to glean frem;
your letters the answer to a very!
important question ... at least, it’s
important to semeone trying to plan
newspaper pages for women in these
piping times through wtiich were
living. Are you staying at home
more ... or less?
We’ve asked that question of
every woman we've met lately but
the resulting answers have our socalled brain whirling. “Certainly
we're staying at home more. My
family are working so hard they're
worn out at night and want only a
good dinner and a chance to read
and be quiet.” Or someone else ex
plains they’ve put up the car and
home seems so very good just now
in a world of whirling values that
she’s going back to all the old fash
ioned housekeeping tasks like bak
ing breads and putting up Winter
jams. (We've had an unprecedent
ed demand for recipes for home
baked bread and we have a gcod
one today, the recipe for Rebecca
Kerans’ famous bread).
The next woman queried wails,
“I'm never at home any more. Be
tween Red Cross work, Civilian De
fense classes and a dozen other irons
in the fire I’m off from morning till
night.” Do you see our dilemma?
We’ll keep on trying to strike a
happy medium with recipes but you

5. MOTOR TUNE-UP (fo conserve

532, Rockland.
__________ 10-15
iton typewriter $15. one
ne $20. and all mikes
and repaired at lowest
v idd subract machine,
1 for $95 Tel. 973-W.
*____ ___ _________ 10-tf
250 acres, good
cellar, on gr>od road.
r v terms, price $1 000
Mill”
St.. Tel.
s St Foss House. Te!
Te.

__

,

We have long heard that when we
do not eat the crust of our bread
that we are losing the very best
part of the bread. Experiments at
the University of California, how
ever, do not bear out this conten
tion.
The university scientists
found that more vitamins are baked
out of the crust than are baked out
of the inner part of the loaf, and
thus the crust has lost some
of the essential food elements.
Crust is healthful food, and prob
ably should be eaten by most peo
ple, but it is not the best part of
the bread—at least so far as vita
mins are concerned.

Laying Out Vegetable Garden

practlcally new
Price
130 I .mercck St. 12 14
I Dclean Xvlophonc and
Apply BOX 183 or 22
mastdn
11*13
I
ale New Hamplf I Red- Straight or

I

Willard Combs* cartoon courtooy of C'lmbnd

for All Mokes of Core ond Trucks

____________________ 12*14
e model washing ma-

-

Melvin

Lawry.
Mrs. Thomas Benner Sr., who has
been a i>atient at Knox Hospital,
is at home and gaining slowly.
Mrs. Fred Winchenpaw is teach
ing at the Ledge School in South
Waldoboro.
Among those ill are Mrs. Cham
berlain Simmons, Mrs. Guy Bessey.

ell cf Burkettville, Mr. and Mrs.
Fessenden Hannon of North Union,
and Mr. and Mrs. Benjamin Mitchell
of the village.
Mrs. Evelyn Pitman was a recent
caller on Mrs. Lizzie McCorrison.

s Rachel Mitchell returned
Mr. and Mrs. William Mitchell en- j Waldoboro.
ic'day to Burkettville after tertained at their home Saturday, Arnold Pitman of the U. of M.
,i P a days at the home of night, Mr. and Mrs. Alwood Mitch- spent the week-end at his home.
i
Hot lunches for the school chil. dren started yesterday. Grace John
son, Mary Ness and Shila Hart are
in charge.
Fine —
A. H. Moody cf the village was a
caller here Friday.
Johnson Pitman has employment
in the North Vassalboro mill.

»LUMN

Monday through Friday at 1.30 P. M„ over Stations WNAC, Boston;
WTAG. Worcester; WCSIl. Portland: WICC, Bridgeport; WTIC, Hart
ford; WEAN, Providence: WLBZ. Bangor.

Our ccuntry is at war and your
credit union is enrolling In the
steadily increasing army of credit
unions selling Defense Savings
Bonds. It has assumed the task
of providing the resources by
which ammunition and equipment
can be obtained to assist the men
enlisted in the defense of our na
tion. We cannot all carry guns
for cur country, but we can all
support those who shoulder them.
Urge every member to pledge the
purchase of Defense Savings Bends
on a regular basis. Let the gath
ering mementum of credit union
participation help bring us Victory.

Lnd Coats

I' rage”

MARJORIE MILLS BROADCAST

The Ccurier-Gazette is publish
ing by request a copy of a letter
recently received by Miss Nellie
Hall, treasurer of the Vinalhaven
Credit Union from C. R. Orchard,
director of the Credit Union Sec
tion:

H Shields cf North i
in town Saturday.
Wentworth is spenddays in Portland.
htirch Circle will meet i
-inner will be served at I
housekeepers are Mrs.
v. Mrs. Albert Carver,
Bragdon and Mrs. Leo

luits are

PAVE THE WAY

Vinalhaven Credit Union Hears
From Director of the Section

J1R3 EMMA WINSLOW
Correspondent

kinder fur

Page Five

—But wasn’t sure of love

SURE
TO
READ IT

safeguard

life.

your

country, your

is not like old methods. It consists
of a marvelous loose material, which
ia blown into the air spaces of your
walls and roof, whether your bouse
ia new or old. Quickly done, with
out muss—fireproof, vermin proof.
Saves 30-50% of fuel bills—saves
labor. Makes every room cool in
summer, warm in winter. Elimi
nates wall sweating.
e Sold on easy deferred payment

—Till after a strange death

plan. Let ua furn ish

you an estimate

—without obligation.

—And a volcanic eruption

America needs your money

for a very important reason—to

This now thick - insulation method

IN THIS NEWSPAPER
TODAY ON PAGE FOUR

EAGLE ROOK WOOL
INSULATION CO.
E. D. Morton. Dist. Mgr.

245 Main St..

Rockland, Me

TEL. 511
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This American Tire Made
From This American Bush
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SHIRLEY T. WILLIAMS
Correspondent
.X-

Every-Other-Day

Correspondent
«
Tel. 713

Tel. 190

A public game party for the bene
fit of the Red Cross will be held
Saturday at 7.39 at the heme of Mrs.
Theodore R;well. There will be fa
cilities for any game desired, tickets
are 25 cents, and reseratiens should
be made with Mrs. Rowell, Mrs.
Weston Young or Mrs. Albert An
derson.
The air-raid warden classes for
men and women will meet Wednes
day night, the men at Watts hall
and the women at the High Schocl.
A public supper is being served
at the Federated vestry tonight at
6 o’clock
O’Neil
Jones
Semi-public installation of offi
Proving that manufacture of tires from the American grown guayule
cers of Orient Lodge, F.A.M. will be shrub is practical, William O’Neil, president of The General Tire Ac Rubber
Co., has turned over to Jesse Jones, secretary of commerce, a specimen of the
held tonight, at 7.30.
plant and a tire made entirely of guayule rubber. The tire wa*
Rae Emily, daughter of Mr. and mature
made in the same General Tire plant and in the same maohlnes used Ip
Mrs. Aaron Clark, celebrated her making tires from far eastern rubber. O’Neil has urged the development
sixth birthday with a party Satur of guayule as an emergency rubber supply for years. A bill now before
calls for the immediate planting of all available guayule seed hi
day afternoon. A lively afternoon of Congress
the states of Texas. California, New Mexico and Arizona.. Because it thus
games was enjoyed, Dsnna Lou far is impossible to make a tire from synthetic rubber alone, O’Neil Is urging
Carroll winning the prize in the the growth of guayule to supplement the 400,000 ton production of synthetic
peanut hunt. Other guests were already announced by Jones. American Legion Posts in all parts of the
country are supporting the O'Neil guayule program, which O’Neil dis
Kay Keizer, Jean Newcombe, Louise cussed
this week with Secretary Jones and H. J. Kloesner, president of the
Jones, Louise Morrison. Helen Har- Rubber Reserve Corporation.
jula and Rae's sister, Norma. The ———————————
refreshment table was decorated Knights, Mrs. Harry Siader, Mrs.
with pink and blue and cake and R:dney Brazier. Mrs. Kenneth Roes,
ice cream were served.
j Mrs. Hollis Young, Mrs. Robert
Mrs. Helen Hahn, daughter Miss Andrews, Mrs. Leroy Seekins, Mrs. World’s Greatest “V” Will
.Evelyn and son, Roland, and Miss Philip Gieenleaf, Mrs. Guy LerBe Seen At Mechanics
Ruth Cassidy of Rockland went mond- Mrs- Josephine Stcne, Miss
Building
Sunday to Saco and called on Mr. Helen Duncan and Miss Helen StetWith the world’s greatest "V”, a
and Mrs. Edgar Cobb, formerly of *>n attended the installation of the
officers
of
Goldenrod
Chapter,
masterpiece
built of 20.000 rases, as
this town.
O.E.S. Friday in Rockland. The its emblem, the 71st annual New
Mayflower Temple. P. S, meets
ladies in the party went to the Cop England Spring Flower Show of the
Thursday at 7 o’clock for rehearsal
ier Kettle for supper preceding the Massachusetts Horticultural Society
in preparation for the installation
ceremony.
will be held in Mechanics Building,
Friday.
Miss Lizzie Levensaler, Mrs. WJ- Baston, March 16 through Satur
Wilson Carter is pending a few
ham Rcbinson of Warren and Mrs. day night, March 21.
days' furlough at home.
Transformed to meet the needs oi
William Boynton, were high scorers
D.nald Oiay of Red Beach was at tlie meeting of tire Contract Club the nation, the show will not only
overnight gue-t Sunday
Sunday of
ot his
Ills
Friday at Mrs. Fred Campbell’s be a tremendously spectacular event
brother, WB.I).Gray and Mrs. at \yarren Tlie next meeting will —a marvel built with 163 gardens
—but it will feature both a bewitch
Graybe Feb. 6 at the same place.
Members of the Rook Club met at
Williams-Brazier Auxiliary will ing wealth of beauty and a multi
the home of Mrs Warren Knights conduct a rummage sale Saturday tude of practical demonstrations de
Saturday night with three tables in at 2 o'clock at the Legion rooms, signed to help victory gardeners.
play Prizes were awarded Mrs. W. Main street.
For example, on the stage in Vic
G Maloney and Weston Young for
-----------------tory Hall the feature will be “The
high scores and Mr. and Mrs. Al- j Precautions must be taken against Great Smokies Brought to Boston”
bert Anderson fcr low.
damage by redents when pelts are —a mass of blooming rhododenMiss Evelyn Hahn is spending stored. One reader suggests that drons. hundreds cf native wild
the week in Boston with relatives- the skins be suspended from a wire flowers, tumbling streams and
Mr and Mrs Edgar Libby Mr. and in the attic of shed, out of the reach everything else needed to make a
Mis Harold Jack, Mrs. Charles of rats and mice.
fascinating replica of June In the
Carolina mountains. Another mas
terpiece will be an old-world lily
garden: a display of more than 100
different lilies in flower and the
largest garden of its kind ever
built indoors. Between these, and
surrounded by other lovely gardens,
will be the Wishing Well for Victory.
Throughout the show, however,
beauty will be emphasized, declares
Etjwin S Webster, president of the
society.
“This Victory Flower
Shew’,’’ he said, “is being planned
not alone to provide inspiration and
instruction for amateur gardeners
but to give to everyone a multitude
of flowers massed into an casis of
beauty in a war-tom wrorld. This
year above all others. America
needs the beauty of gardens.’’

Victory Flower Show

STRAND THEATRE

WEDNESDAY and THURSDAY

STONINGTON

George Brent*and Ilona Massey are the romantic duo in the new
Edward Small production, “International Lady,” a thrill-packed story of
intrigue and espionage today, as a United Artists release.

Mr. and Mrs. Leo Conley were
home Sunday to take their furni
ture to Belfast where they have
been employed for several months.
Ralph Gross of Isle au Haut
was a recent visitor at the home
of his uncle, Henry Gross.
Mae Conley who is employed in
Belfast visited Sunday with her
grandmother. Mrs. John Knowlton.
Students chosen to speak in the
finals at the High School Speak
ing Contest to be held in March
are: Jeanie Hutchinson, Vera
Jones, Georgia Nevells. Newell
Robbins, Montie Small. Walter
Gray, Frank Albee and George
Gross.
Mrs. Frank McGuire is visiting
relatives in New York and New
Jersey.
Mrs. Genice Greenlaw recently
went to Portland to join Mr.
Greenlaw who is employed there.
Mrs. Maricn Stevens was home
from Portland over the week-end.
Margaret McGuffie

BUY
UNITED
STATE S
SAVINGS
BONDS
AND STAMPS

Margaret McGuffie died Jan. 20
at her Sandbeach home after a
long period of illness. She was
born Oct. 1, 1880 in the house
where she died — the old Gross
homestead — daughter of William
and Caroline Hamblen Gross. She
was married to Alexander McGuffle Dec. 12, 1911.
Deceased was a member of Juan
ita Chapter, OHS. of which she
was past matron, and Rockbound
Rebekah 'Lodge. She was also an
earnest worker in the Methodist
Church.
Services were held at the Metho
dist Church, Rev. Walter Smith
officiating. Those from out of town
who attended the funeral were
Mrs. Margaret Betticher of Balti
more. John McGuffie and Mrs.
Carl Swanson of Clark Island. Mrs.
Clyde Rich of Wellesley Mass.,
Mrs. Florence Gross of Vinalhaven.
Stanley Trott of Quoddy Village
and Miss Ava Rich of Isle au
Haut,

Mrs Curtis Steele of Newark. N
J. is spending a week with her par
ents. Mr. and Mrs. Eugene Bracy.
Mrs. Phcebe Harmon of Cam
bridge. Mass, is guest of her son
Gilbert Harmon.
Mr. and Mrs. Clarence Mitchell.
Howard IngTaham. Mr. and Mrs
Norman Fuller and Miss Edna Ful
ler spent Sunday in Searboro where
they visited Mr and Mrs. Irving
Moulton.
Mrs. Marion Bassick is confined
to her home with the grippe.
Miss Constance Willis ci Provi
dence has been guest of Miss Olive
Coates .
Miss Carol Sue Cucinotta of
Needham, Mass., is visiting her
grandparents, Mr. and Mrs. Guy
Cucinotta.
Thomas McKay returned to Heb
ron Academy Sunday after spend
ing the week-end with his parents
Mr. and Mrs. T. W. McKay
Miss Judith A. Young, who has
been spending a few weeks with her
grandparents. Mr and Mrs. Austin
Rankin, has returned to Cambridge,
Mass
Ralph Yeung who has completed
a course in welding, is employed at
the Harding Plant in Bath.
Miss Mary Thurlow, daughter of
Mr and Mrs Harry Thurlow leaves
Feb. 2, to enter Massachusetts Gen
eral Hospital School of Nursing. She
is a graduate of Camden High
School, class of 1941.
A daughter Nancy Ellen was born
Jan. 5, to Mr. and Mrs. Robert
Young in Boston. Mrs. Young was
formerly Anne Rankin cf Camden.
A daughter was born Monday to
Mr. and Mis. Charles Chapin at
Community Hospital.
Civilian Defense Bulletin: Two
additional evening classes in Home
Nursing will start Tuesday and Fri
day from 7 to 9 o’clock in the base
ment of the Public Library, under
the instruction cf Mrs. Dolley Green
R. N. These are separate units en
tirely and will be 24-hour courses.
Those interested in taking the
course are asked to contact Miss
Alice Hansen or Mrs. Green.

Capt. Pollard to Speak
A privilege and opportunity not
to be repeated again very soon is
the presence of Capt. Ralph H.
Pollard. United States Retired
Army Officer who will address the
citizens Thursday at 7.45 o'clock
at the Opera House. There will be
no jMdimission charged 3cr this
presentation and it is hoped that
all the families in town will be
represented. Captain Pollard was
in the Intelligence Service during
the last tvar, and has a son in the
service in Hawaii at the present.
Many of the men had the plea
sure of attending the Smoker given
for members and guests of the
Business Men’s Association in De
cember, 11941 and that evening.
Captain Pollard held his audience
spellbound.

NORTH HAVEN

Woman’s Relief Corps
Rockport Patriotic Society
Installs Its Officers—
Musical Program
There was a large attendance at
the annual installation of officers
of Fred A. Ncrwcod Woman's Re
lief Corps Friday at Grand Army
hall in Rockport. Past President
Effie L. Salisbury acted as installing
efficer and performed her duties in
an impressive manner. She was
ably assisted by Mrs. Addie Went
worth as conductor, and Mrs Minnie
Wellman. Mrs. Madolyn Hopkins.
Mrs. Alice Simonton and Mrs. Bar
bara Wentworth as cclor bearers
Inducted into cffice were: Presi
dent. Mrs Ellen Bohndell; junior
vice. Mrs. Hattie Kenney; treasurer.
Mrs. Cacilda Cain: secretary, Mrs.
StaJla Simonton; chaplain, Mrs.
Emma Torrey; conductor, Mrs.
Barbara Wentworth; guard, Mrs.
Hellie Alexander; assistant conduc
tor, Mrs. Margaret Wood; assistant
guard. (Dorothy Lane; color bear
ers, Mrs. Minnie Wellman, Mrs.
Madolyn Hopkins, Mrs. Alice Simon
ton. Mrs. Dorothy Upham; patri
otic instructor, Mrs. Elizabeth Yat
taw; press correspondent, Mrs.
Katie Chapin; musician, Mrs. Hazel
McFarland.
Miss Mattie Russell served as
pianist during the installation cere
mony, which was interspersed by
this program: Selections by musical
trio, Charles Richards violin, Wal
ter Lermond banjo. Mrs. Theresa
Johnson pianist; vocal duo. Rev. C.
V. Overman, Mrs. Overman accom
panist; vocal duet. Mrs. Elsie Pierce
and Miss Virginia Dodge, Mrs.
Theresa Johnson accompanist; vo
cal solo. Donald Welt. Miss Arlene
Tominski accompanist; readings,
Mrs. Orra Burns; solo. Ernest
Crockett, Miss Russell accompanist;
duet. Rev. and Mrs. Overman,
Miss Tominski accompanist.
At the close of the ceremony, Mrs,
Salisbury was installed as senior
vice by Past Dept. President, Mrs.
Emma Torrey. Remarks were made
by Rev. F. Ernest Smith, Rev. C.
V. Overman and Arthur K. Walker.
In behalf of the Corps. Mrs. Bohn
dell expressed thanks to the install
ing efficer and presented to her a
gift for her services. Adjourn
ment was made to the banquet hall
where sandwiches, cake and coffee
were served, after which dancing
was enjoyed.

ROCKPORT

New Glassed Foods Are Popular

UDA G. CHAMPNEY
Correspondent
A £t

Mrs. Maggie Gray <

Tel 222®

Harbor announces •

Mr. and Mrs. Arthur K. Walker
visited Monday in Orono at the
home of her sister, Mrs. Della Ryan
The Johnson Society will meet
Wednesday night at ’he Methodist
parsonage with Mrs. F Ernest
Smith as hostess
An invitatlbn is extended to all
men of the town to meet at the Bap
tist Church Friday night to organ
ize a Brotherhood Class. Warden
Welch of the State Prison will give
an illustrated talk.
Russell Upham is a surgical pa
tient at Knox Hospital.
A musical afternoon will be ob
served by the Twentieth Century
Club Friday at the heme of Mrs.
Nellie R. Magune in Rockland.
A rehearsal for the officers of
Harbor Light Chapter O.E.S. will be
held tonight at 6.30 at Masonic hall.
The public installation will take
place Thursday at 8 o’clock.
Of Interest to friends here is the
announcement of tlie engagement
of Miss Dcrothy Reed of Roxbury to Screen stare Dorothy Lovett, left, and Mary Anderson are pictured in
Roger Trafton Ogden, son of Mr. their kitchen with the new qlasacd fruita for dessert.
and Mrs. C. Harold Ogden of
HERE’S something brand new the jar, making it unnecessary to I
Springvale. Miss Reed is the daugh
in food packaging this year transfer the food to a dish before |
putting it in the refrigerator.
ter of Mr. and Mrs. Marshall E.
which is a boon to every housewife.
Best of all, perhaps, is the fact I
Reed (Linthel Ripley, formerly of
Following years of experimenta that
the duraglas container is sol
Rockport). She was graduated from tion -chemists, engineers and de economically made that when its I
Stephens High Schocl, Rumford, signers of glassware have combined contents have been used, the hou.se-|
and attended Duke University Dur their skills to produce a new light wife merely throw’s the jar away
weight Jar—made by the revolu The new glassed fruits and regal
ham, N. C. She received her de tionary duraglas technique—for the tables
are particularly appealing to
gree from Nasson College in Spring packaging of fruits, vegetables and shoppers w’ho like to see what they I
are buying. Through the dear glass|
vale and is at present a member of other food commodities.
The new container has been de the amount and quality of the con
the faculty at Foxcroft Academy in
signed not only with an eye to its tents is readily visible.
Dover-Foxcroft Mr. Ogden is a attractiveness, but also its con Because of its utility this new I
graduate of Sanford High School venience in the kitchen. It has a glass container has been adopted
and is now attending Baldwin-Wal wide mouth permitting easy en for fruits and vegetables by the I
lace College in Berea, Ohio, where trance of a tablespoon or even a packers of famed Del Monte prod-1
cooking spoon. The cap is easily ucts. Twenty-two varieties of fruits!
he is a member of Alpha Sigma Phi removable. All that It requires is a and vegetables are now oq- the,
fraternity.
slight .upward pressure with the market in this improved glass Jar [
It’s patriotic to use glass today for (
Tlie Methodist Indies’ Aid will blade of a knife or spoon. Once re
moved It ls easy to replace. Its seal no raw materials used lu Its manu [
hold an all-day session Wednesday covers
the remaining contents ot facture are essential to defense
at the home of Miss Marion Weldman.
per, 50c; Mrs. Ada Brennan. $;|
Mrs. Nina Carroll is hostess today
MARTINSVILLE
The amounts here listed have Mrs. Etta M. Teel, $1. Tlie Clan
to the Rug Club entertaining at her
been donated to St. George’s quota Island Grammar School of 20 pupd|
home at an all-day session.
of the Red Cross War Fund: Ten solicited for, served and cleaned
ant’s Harbor Farm Bureau, $5; Mr. from a supper which cleared $25.2
and Mrs. Harold Hupper. $2; Clark for the quota. A most patriot!
Ralph Ulmer Camp and1 Auxili Island Grammar, $25.25; Miss Mar spirit is shown by these children anl
ary United Spanish War Veterans garet Lewis $10; Mr. and Mrs. Alfred their teacher Mrs. Margaret Sim|
mons.
will meet Wednesday evening at Fuller, $20; Misses Fannie and Har
Legion hall. There wiil be a joint riet Long, $10; Mr. and Mrs. ForBuy Defense Bonds and Stamps
installation, 'Mrs. Minnie Smith rest R Davis, $1; Mrs. Jennie Hup
and George Stewart- the installing
officers. Supper will be served at.6
UNION
o'clock. Members of the Camp in
The basketball teams (boys’ and charge. Take prizes.
girls’) were victorious Friday over
Rockport High School.
Irving Elwell. The Brook’s vet
Esa Koski is brarding with Mrs. eran barber, resumed work yester
Bertha Bryant.
day. following a week’s illness,
The meet.ng of the Methodist which confined him to his home
Brotherhood has been postponed on School street. He was met by
to Jan. 28.
a large array cf long haired and
The Girl Scout troons, junior and bearded friends who made their
senior divisions are working with welcome an earnest one with a
Troop 207 Boy Scouts in gathering display of oratory.
scrap paper and magazines for de
fense.
The Ship of Destiny of the Re
bekah Fleet will meet at the home
of its Captain, F. Helen Paladino
DUTCH NECK
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Miller and on Thursday afternoon.
Floyd Elwell of Bath visited recent
Rev. Ernest O. Kenyon of St.
ly with Mrs. Nora Gross and Mr.
Peter
’s Episcopal Church attended
and Mrs. Edgar Wallace.
Clinton Gross was a business visi the Clericus held (Monday at St.
John's Episcopal Church in Ban
tor Thursday in Gardiner.
Reginald Stahl, who is employed gor where he read a paper on
in Portland passed the week-end “Worship”.
with his parents Mr. and Mrs. Her
Milton Fiske of Providence who
bert Stahl .
w
r
as
attached to USS. Satilla dur
Elroy H Gross of Dover-Foxcroft
was over-night guest recently of ing the first World War, was in
Mr. and Mrs. W. K. Winchenbach. the city yesterday, looking up
A. E. Winchenbach of Waldoboro some of the “boys”. He is now au
called Saturday cn Mr. and Mrs. ditor for a Providence concern.
Merton Benner.
Mr. and Mrs Floyd Wotton and sen were Rockland visitors Wed
daughters and Mr. and Mrs. Hamlin nesday.
Mrs. Ethel Hanna and Mrs. The
Schofield and son, all of South Wal
resa
Monroe of East Waldoboro
doboro were guests Sunday of Mr.
and Mrs. Fred Chute and Thomas called Monday at W. K. Winchen
bach’s.
Creamer.
Mrs. W. A. Gross, Mrs. Edgar
Read The Courier-Gazette
Wallace, Mrs. Eben Wallace and

T

TALK OF THE TOWN

At “CAMDEN” Wednesday and Thursday

Lecn Staples and Scott Staples
were in town the past week, called
by the illness of their father. C. S.
Staples.
Mr. and Mrs. C. Bonney Quinn
and sen, Paul of Rockland spent
the week-end at the home of Mr.
and Mrs. Clyde Ames.
Mr. and Mrs. Merle Tolman of
Vinalhaven were guests Sunday of
MF- and Mrs. Joel Wooster.
Leon Crockett, Robert Staples,
Ira Curtis, Arthur Patrick and
Leslie Dickey went Monday to
Portland for employment.
Among those who have enter
tained at pyramid tea recently are
Mrs. Owen Grant, Mrs. Albert
Beverage. Mrs. Clarence Water
man, Mrs. Lewis Burgess, Mrs.
Parker Crockett. Mrs. George
Quinn. Mrs. 'Lester Stone, Mrs.
Bert Hopkins and Mrs Irvin
Simpson.
A successful white elephant sale
was- held Friday at the K. P. hall
for the benefit of the Red Cross.
Ice cream and cake were served
and an amusing program presen
ted.
The Red Cross will meet Friday
at 7 o’clock at the library.
Mr. and Mrs. H. T. Crcckett
celebrated their 39th wedding anniversay Thursday with a dinner
party. 'She guests were Mr. and
Mrs. Arthur Emerson and Mr. and
Mrs. Malcolm Crcckett. A chicken
dinner was served.
A scallcp stew supper will be
served Saturday at the Grange
hall at 9.30 for the benefit of the
Red Cross.
J. Owen Quinn was home from
Rockland this week-end, guest of
the Leigh Witherspoons.
Misses Lillian Gregory and Ma
rion Carver spent the week-end
in Vinalhaven with the former's
It’s every man for himself, when Smith. Lloyd Nolan and Craig Stevparents, Mr. and Mrs William
they fall in love with the same j ens. ..Also on the same program,
Gregory
woman! That’s the power-packed' “Right To the He^rt,” with Brenda
Subscribe to The Courier-Gazette situation n Warner Bros.' “Steel Joyce and Joseph Allen. Jr. Every
Against the Sky,” starring Alexis Friday night Country Store,
33 00 a year

Every-Other-Day

of her duaghtc. 1 |
Victor T. McKinne;
Miss Gray Ls a grad
Boothbay Harbor High1
the Central Maim Ge
of Nursing at Lewi
employed at the M
Hospital Damar; ; ;

Kinney, *s a srsduatc
High School, and .
fish culturist of th'
and Sir. re Fisherh .
Boothbay Harbor
been set for the wet.

■Miss Ruby T. Thorn
Vernon. N. Y , where
ing an extended visit
E. Wooley at 126 No;
avenue.

Mrs. Grace Veazie e;
Monday Night Club 1

Robert Walsh and I
who are attending
ychool at the Faye & f
Shops in Dexter, vis;!
ents in Rockland over
There will be a m
program committee ol
on Friday evening at
Miss Virginia Bowie

Mrs. Almon Coop* a
week-end in Portland
band who Ls employer
Portland Shipyard.
The Biownc Club wi
church parlors Frith.
Herman Hart wiil 1 -

Jimmy Mculaion <
visited his parents <n
end.
Spencer Poundation|
dividually designed;
all needs. Delivery g
Mona McIntosh. 235 i|
22-M.—-adv.

Visit Lucien K. Gi
second floor, 16 Scht
Fellows Block, City,
Coats and Cloth Coat^
prices.
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Tel. 7 .’l|
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PARK THEATRE

Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday
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Sft‘:
First impressions count. Good, bad or indiffer
ent, they're hard to change. So it pays to make
first impressions.
Each envelope is your personal messenger,
classified instantly by the appearance of your
name in the corner. V^hich is more impressive——
three lines of black type on a government stamped
envelope, or a ’’private” envelope with an attract
ive design that ties in with your letterhead ?
Let us figure on your next envelope order and
submit some "corner ord” ideas. We may be
able to save you some money, too.
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Present, With Fine Success,
the Comedy “Life With
Father”

Modern Betsy Ross, Artist in Needlecraft,
Makes All of Our Army Flags

j4, Maggie Gray of Boothbay
flayb .r announces the engagement
of her duaghter, Frances E., to
Vctor T. McKinney of Rockland.
yi:ss Gray is a graduate of the
Boothbay Harbor High School ani
the Central Maine General Schccl
of Nursing at Lewiston. She is
{ntploy^d at the Miles Memorial
H,• pital Damariscotta. Mr. MeKioney, is a graduate of Rockland
High School, and is at present
fo culturist of the Maine Ba.
and Shcre Fisheries located- at
Bci'hbay Harbor. No date has
bt-tn set for the wedding.

Shakespeare Society met last
The Maine Women's Club of
night
at the home of Mrs. Harriet
New York will hold its next meet
Frost
with 26 members and one
ing on Saturday afternoon, Feb.
guest
present.
The entire evening
7, at 2.30 at the Hotel Astor, New
York City, with Mrs. Ralph G. was devoted to the ccmedy "Life
6tone, president, presiding. The With Father” and it was the most
speaker \rill be J. fe. Kilbourn, amusing session of the year. Un
member of the Board of Governors I der the cble directlon of Mrs Gert‘
of the Merton institute of New rude Burrows manV of the fiCenes
York City, and his subject will I Were pre-sented b>' Ule members, and
be “Character Analysis as Revealed IMrs’ BurroW3 linked eacb scene 10
In the Face.” R. Cleve Gcwan, 'Ule precedin’ cne b>' reading from
baritone, will sing a group of the play and fascinatingly weaving
each bit into the complete pattern.
songs.
The cast of characters was as fol
Mrs, Percy L. Roberts (Vivian lows: Vinnie, Mrs. Irene Walker;
Billings formerly of Rockland) and Father, Mrs. Leola Wiggin; Clar
Mi Ruby T Thorndike is ln Mt. her two daughters, Misses Barbara ence, Mrs. Elizabeth Pomeroy;
Vernon. N. Y, where she is mak- and Grace Roberts, of Jericho, Lcng Whitney, Mrs. Ruth Albee; Harlan.
i;?. an (xtended visit with Mrs. D. Island, N. Y., were honored by a tea Mrs. Eleanor Wasgatt; Mary Skin
y Wooley at 126 North Columbus given by Mrs. Roberts’ sister, Mrs. ner, Mrs. Vanessa Cowan; Dr. Lloyd.
avenue.
H. Nelson McDougall of West Mrs. Katherine Derry; Margaret,
street, Portland, Thursday. Assist Mrs. Gertrude Wooster.
Mrs. Grace Veazie entertained the ing with the serving were Mrs. Mc
Each part was well taken and the
M< nd iv Night Club last night.
costumes
cf the Victorian era added
Dougall’s daughter, Mrs. Marcus P.
greatly
to
the charm of the per
Chandler and Mrs. Shorey Brown
Robert Walsh and Robert Crouse,
formance.
who are attending the training and Mrs. Wyman Foster. Noted
Mrs. Wiggin, as Father, was the
•ch ol at the Faye & Scott Machine among the invited guests were Mrs.
Adelbert L. Miles, Mrs. A. J. Huston, outstanding success and with her
c)h<; in Dexter, visited their parMrs. Charles G. Hewett, Mrs. Fred- Prince Albert suit, square top hat,
, - • in Rockland over the week-end.
eric W. Rugg, and Mrs. Scott Kit cane, spats, high collar and wide
There will be a meeting cf the tredge, all formerly of Rockland, j tie. and most entrancing of all.
gram committee of the Y.P.C.U. Attending the tea from Rockland her black moustache, she made a
on Friday evening at the home of were Mrs. A. C. Mclxxin, Mrs. L. M. Father who was gruff, hearty, a bit
Chandler, Mrs. Elonia Tuttle, Mrs. profane but warmly human.
Mi Virginia Bowley.
Frank Fuller, Mrs. M. E. Wotton,
She was ably supported by Mrs
Mi A’.mon Cooper Jr. spent the Miss Adelaide E. Cross, Mrs. John Irene Waker, as a sweet, impracti
wc k-end in Portland with her hus Haines McLoon, Mrs. Cleo Hopkins. cal, religious and most determined
band who Ls employed at the South
mother. Mrs. Walker wore two cosThe Methebesec Club met Friday tumes—a lavender eye-let embroidP i Hand Shipyard.
at the Community Building. Hos- ' ered dress trimmed with black vel1. Biowne Club will meet in the tesses were Miss Ellen Daly, Mrs. I vet, and a gorgeous white dressing
c uoii parlors Friday night. Mrs. Mary Southard, Miss Mabel Spring I gown trimmed with tucks and emHuman Hart wiil be hostess.
and Miss Annie Frost. The club broidery and a blue lace cap.
was delightfully entertained by Rev.
The three sons, Clarence Whit
,tawny Moulalson ol Lynn, Mass., J. Charles MacDonald who showed
ney and Harlan were cleverly por
vi. iti-d In parents over the week- moving pictures of his trip to Pales
trayed by Mrs. Pomeroy, Mrs. Al
tine, and also trips to Switzerland, bee and Mrs. Wasgatt. Clarence
England, Scotland and Yellowstone
Sjinici ;• Foundation Garments in- Park. The accompanying lecture wore a business suit and soft shirt;
Whitney a tweed suit jwith a wing
iivlitally designed; supports for by Mr. MacDonald was likewise en
collar and an ascot tie; and Harlan,
Ml needs. Delivery guaranteed. Mrs. joyed and appreciated by the memthe youngest son wore a suit with
Mna McIntosh, 235 Broadway. Tel. members.
knickers, with a high collar and
22-M—adv.
10*21
wide tie.
.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles E. Havener
The
part
of
Mary
Skinner the co
visit Lucien K. Green & Son’s of Southbridge, Mass., were week
quettish
young
girl
was
charmingly
tecond floor, 16 School street, Odd end guests cf Mrs. Havener’s mother
Fellows Block, City, for Furs, Fur | Mrs. WillLs Anderson, Warren street. played by Mrs. Cowan. She was very
attractive in her two lovely cos
Coats and Cloth Coats, at moderate j
tumes—cne of pink figured organdy
prices.
B-tl |
Mr. and Mrs. R. K. Newcomb and
a ifg of mutton sleeves and a
Mr. and Mrs. Thurston H. Smith of wide plcture hak-the other a long
Skowhegan were Sunday guests of t dress of blue flowered organdy.
Mr. and Mrs John A Thompson. | Mrs Derry, in a Prince Albert
-------suit with a clerical collar portrayed
Freeman Young has returned the part of Dr Lloyd, the minister,
Relieve Misery
from a business trip of five days to . in a very distinguished and dignified
Boston and vicinity.
I Inanner
-Rub on
------j The maid, Margaret, was deTime-Tested
Mr. and Mrs. Hany Gerrish have ( mm-pjy played by Mrs. Wooster, fitreturned from a two weeks’ vacation , tingly dreSJSed in a black and white
trlPi uniform with a white apren.
The audience enthusiastically de
The Dorcas Sewing Club met manded a curtain call from Mrs
with Mrs. E. B. Ingraham on Wed Wiggin, as Father, and then from
nesday afternoon and voted to the complete cast. The Shakespeare
contribute $20 to the Red Cross Club is fortunate in having so many
War Fund.
talented actresses as members, and
this presentation was one of the
most amusing and successful they
have given.
Hi-tier radio reception . • •
The committee in charge consistI'njoy “Tru-Tone” from the
ed
cf Mrs. Gertrude Burrows, direc
lowest note of the brass tuba
Some Timely News Which tor, and Mrs. Edith Bird and Miss
to high C en the flute.
If
your set is not up to par. let
Relief Nichols, stage, costume and
Pertains To the Local
(aie ot oirr technicians adjust
it and then — listen to the
curtain managers.
Organizations
difference.
Vietrola songs of the Gay Nineties
afforded the etertainment during
House-Sherman, Inc.
Morning Glory Troop
intermission and the following
The girls are busy working on
Tel. 721
songs
were presented: The Side
142 Main bt.,
Rockland
an afghan for the Red Cross.
walks of New York, Rcsie O’Grady,
Pine Cone Troop
Little Annie Rconey, and The BowFur ** ru-Tonu'* Rrrrptlun
/’• Recommend
At the meeting last wedj the ery. and to the tune of The Good
TUNG-SOL RADIO TUBES
Scouts practiced tying square ; old Summer Time, Mrs. Cowan and
knots and knitted afghan squares Mrs. Wasgatt, in costume’, danced a
fcr the Red Cross. The Victory Pa waltz of the period.
The next meetng will be held Feb.
trol is working on an interior
9
at
the Lindsey street home of Mrs.
badge This week each Sccut is
fiizabeth
Otis with Mrs. Cora Farto take to the meeting her ker
chief or a triangler bandage. Last well as hostess. The first act of
week's dues were given to the Red- “The Taming of The Shrew” will be
read by the members under the
Cross.
leadership cf MLss Annie Frost. Mrs.
Remember, this is the last week Eva Hellier will give a paper on
of the What-Not Shop Sale! Still “Padua, the Home of the Shrew.”
FROM A LIMITED STOCK
some fine things left: Brass candle
A public supper was served by the
•> sticks. hand painted trays, 1 Danish tea pot, 1 frem England, 2 Ladies of the Catholic Church last
from China, book-ends, candy ; night from 5.30 ts 7.39 with Mrs.
dishes, beautiful vases, etc.—adv. | John S. Ranlett as chairman.

Child's Colds

SlOUK/ to

are starred in the first musical
I screen’s truly great love stories.

Girl Scout Trails

Betsy Ross, 19i2

The year 1942 marks the 165th
anniversary of the adoption of the
Stars and Stripes, today a battleflag proudly carried by American .
armed forces in every continent
on the globe.
In January, 1777, the American j
people, elated by General Wash- ,
ington's recent victories at Tren- j
ton and Princeton, were seeking j
an emblem for the new nation.j
The Congress on June 14 follow- ,
ing adopted a resolution provid- j
ing for a fl”T of 13 alternate red
and white stripes with 13 white
stars on a blue field. And then
the inspiring story of Betsy Ross
who made the first Star-Spangled
Banner in her little upholstery
shop in Arch Street, Philadelphia.
Today the modern Betsy Ross
still sews in Philadelphia—any
one of hundreds of women skilled
in needlecraft. She plies her art
in the Philadelphia Quartermas
ter Depot where all the flags used
by the United States Army are
made.

L

Follow The Trend
Rockland League of
Women Voters
“Trends,” a new periodical illum
inating trends behind the national
issues and revealing their signifi
cance in the lives of the Ameri
can people has been launched by
the National League cf Women
Voters.
(Is it possible that this title idea
was copied frem the standing head
originated by The Courier-Gazette
—“Follow the TREND”? I
To be issued fortnightly frem
Washington, the new publication
is the League's first move in a na
tionwide pregram of interpreting
governmental activities to the pub
lic. It will present news that es
caped the headlines on the days
it breke; the significance cf head
line news that escaped the atten
tion of the casual reader, and news
that seldom reaches crowded front
pages. "Trends” supplants the
League “New Letter" which re
ported government action bearing
on the League’s program only.
“Trends” points out the recom
mendation that Congress consider
how a more flexible tax system
might be secured may prove to be
“one of the more significant bud
get proposals relating to future

WEDNESDAY AND
THURSDAY
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Embroidering Quartermaster’s Banner

lions of people who are thrilled
by the sight of glorious banners
fashioned from their delicate
stitches, they are rewarded by the
knowledge vhrt the flags they
have wrought are today the sig
nals of liberty and freedom afar
amid the fogs of Iceland and in
the battlesmoke of the Philip
pines.

ZUCCO • Martin KOSIECK

chine. The blue fields are placed
in frames on a machine provided
with many needles and these turn
out a stitch resembling hand em
broidery, both sides alike.
Regimental Standards
Regimental colors and stand
ards, with their coats-of-arms and
mottoes, each distinctive unto its
own military unit, are embroid
ered by hand. As many «s 30
different shades of silk thread are
used in embroidering each flag.
This calls for exceptional skill
and care to produce the predeter
mined designs in their exact
blending of shades. All designs
are passed upon by technical ex
perts in the office of the Quar
termaster General.
Proudest moment of the Phila
delphia flag makers is when they
receive an order for the colors
carried as a symbol representing
the Commander-in-Chief of the
Army and Navy of the United
States—the President. This color
has a blue background in the cen
ter of which is embroidered the
seal of the President. There is
one white star in each corner of
the flag, representing his grade
as Commander-in-Chief of the
Army,and Navy. This color has
gold and silver fringe on three
sides, and also has a cord and
tassel secured immediately below
the flagstaff headpiece, consisting
of a gold-hued, spread eagle. The
design of this flag was established
by Executive Order of President
Woodrow Wilson on May 29, 1916.

A recent letter from England
from which I quote: "Last night
a lot of rattling and window vibra
tions that was all near us, but
bombs fell some miles away. It has
been quieter for some months, but
it is not love of th s country that
in staying Germany's hand, in this
respect. The majority of humbler
fclk are really wonderful under the
most awful conditions and experi
ences and treat it all as a joke
This nightmare of war is really
frightful."
• • • •
The new Navy Medical Center at
the charming little town of Beth
esda. Md., contains the very largest
library on medicine in the world.
• • • •
The province of Quebec is a great
producer of the healthful barley
used in soups and long cocked dishes
and this country could grow it as
well as Quebec. Their crop sold
for $2.487 009.
e • • •
Hubby; "Well, wifie dear, I’m
afraid I haven’t even looked at the
iky in years to see how very beauti
ful it can be, until this bombing
scare started.
• • • •
Tlie Archbishop of Canterbury
The Most Rev. Co ino Gordon Lang
began his duties in 1928. Now feels
it would be better for a younger
man to take up the heavy duties
of his high office. A great man,
a great church leader.
• • • •
One thing this war has done. Ii
has epened teachers’ half-closed
eyes to the need and responsibility
of every person to thoughts of good
citizenship, both young and' old.
9 9 * 9

“Cld age deferred” is what they
have in Maine. In fact the Maine
people do net give up for a first
sniffle or a pain in the whatever!
They keep cn keeping on and enjoy
life at its richer moments. In
Fairfield, Dr. Frank J. Robinson has
just celebrate-! his f«’d birthday. In
China Augustus Jce Wiggin observed
his 102d natal day and what’s more
he celebrated it in the very houcP
government financing and organ in which he was ban. He is in
ization, and the ebb liow of social excellent health and spirits too
gains.
i Moral—come to Maine and live high
I wide and handsome.
• • • •
Now they make pine oil, so very
important in many manufacturing
Hit Them Where It Hurts operations, synthetically from gum
turpentine by a really new process.

'tax policy and lead to a marked
departure from the historical
method of levying taxes in democ
racies.”
I Placing the President’s recomi mendation tha; non-military exi penditures be “reduced to a mini
mum or deoriented to the war
• • • 9
program” beside his statement
.... BUY BONDS!
that “in a true sense there are
“Do ycu tell me that ycu have
no longer non-defense expendi
no distant relatives?”
tures ‘Trends’ concludes that the
“Well, net at the preesent time
standard by which non-military
They have all come to live with me”
• b • •
expenditures for total war will be
judged “is not as rigid as some
In Southern cities is found what
i observers think it should be,” and
this generation calks Iron lace. Il
j that a different approach might
was used on the most unpretentious
, result in at least double the savdwellings as well as mere elaborately
' ings.
on the grand old mansions. This
The budget message implies to
Make no mistake—this is a life 'grill work is always gcod end more
war time reasons for changing the
or death struggle. Men are dy ! than often it is beautiful end add
Social Security Act, “Trends" re
much to the magic and charmin’
ing in your defense. Dying that
veals. First, the President indi
atmosphere of the Southern city
America may be safe!
cates as much protection as pos
Oftentimes this iron grill lace is cn
sible should be given the program’s
the second floor balcony usually bu
Give our fighting men the
beneficiaries to show them that
may be used for protection on th<
guns, the planes, the tanks they
they have a personal stake in the
first
floor windows. Oftentimes a
need! Bonds buy bombs. Ev
outcome of the war, and secondly,
blank
wall along the street is top
ery dime, every dollar you put
ped
by
this lacy grill cf iren. Thihe implies that the social pregram
into Defense Bonds and Stamps
can provide money to fight the
is
apt
to
hide a charming garden
is a blow at the enemy. Hit them
wheie birds are in paradise
war, in a manner similar to the
where it hurts — buy bonds!
• • • •
much discussed forced savings
Bonds cost as little as $18.75 up—
Secretary Knox says, “Only the
plans, it says.
stamps as little as 10 cents up.
strong can preserve righteous
Among the general subjects
peace”.
“Trends” will cover in the light of
• • • •
potential developments in the field
America
has
a date with destiny
Stew beef is better than hamburg
of government are changing fedwh
ch
she
will
fill
to the satisfaction
era'/state-local relationships, execu for feeding to a dog. Because ham
of
every
citizen
of
this nation
tive-legislative relationships, re burg is finely ground, it may pass
• • • •
strictions in individual liberties, too quickly through the intestines Husband (reading): “I wonder
and has a tendency to ferment
what this writer means by Gem
there. Stew beef net only contains
cf Thought”.
less fat but also is really better for
Wife: ‘Oh,,probably something
the animal.
like
that jewelry ycu are always
------------------- r-------------------------premising
to get for me.* dearest”.
TODAY. WED.. THURS.
• • •
Two Big Features
•CRM DEN* A graceful •writer
is the former
First Lady, Mrs. Calvin Coolidge
Three Shows Daily, 2-7-9
who gives to the world thoughts
Saturday Evg. 6.15. Sun. Mat. 3
from her mind and heart all too
seldom. There is s: much of genuine
.VOW. BARGAIN DAY 25c
womanliness theie, deep in artistic
Two Sma«h Hits
sense
values, a glow from the inner
First Run Feature
mind
that satisfies. A close friend
Glenn Ford. Ann Miller
had
this
thought in mind wh tn
GO WEST YOUNG LADY
she
sent
me
the following lines from
(A Musical Western with Oomph)
I BUWI ROS KIWI
her
graceful
pen:
Plus
Divine
Revealing
ALEIISSWTI
Alice Faye, Betty Grable
LLITB VBLAI
Lcve
was
net
given the human
“TIN PJN ALLEY’’
(XJUfiSTEYOB
heart
Also On the Same Program
WEDNESDAY, THURSDAY
For careless dealing;
Its spark was lit that man might

Added MARCH OF TIME

“Our America At War”
TODAY
CARY GRANT in

•"Ss"#*'

cr

ILONA

BRENT* MASSEY

i/gjttoNl

—U. S. Signal Corps Photos.

The most stirring sight at the
Quartermaster Depot is the mak
ing of the flag. After thorough
inspection of the cloth to insure
that it comer up to rigid specifica-tions, the bunting is marked and
cut with an electrically driven
cutting machine into strips of two
lengths for making the flag. One
hundred strips are cut in a single
operation. The blue field for the
stars is cut in the same manner.
The material for stars is stamped
out with a steel-cutting die on an
Story of Betsy Ross
electric-driven stamping machine.
Betsy Ross was born January The alternate red and white
1, 1752, and died January 30, 1836, stripes are joined together on a
but it was not until a third of a double-needle sewing machine.
century after her death that the
Each blue bunting field is care
legend of her handiwork in the
fully marked for its stars, and
making of the first flag became
the stars are stitched on with a
generally known. One of her de
special machine that produces a
scendants, W. J. Canby, related
zig zag stitch. Other operations
the incident before the Historical
complete the making of the flag
Society of Pennsylvania in 1870
of the United States.
and since then she has been ex
The manufacture of silk colors
alted as a national heroine.
and
standards is a specialized art
The modern Betsys take keen
at
the
Philadelphia Quartermas
pride in their work. Many have
ter
Depot.
The stripes and field
reached the highest perfection in
are
cut
by
hand
but the stars are
the art of embroidery, in design
made
of
solid
embroidered
silk on
ing and the blending of colors.
a
Swiss
band
embroidering
ma
Nameless though thev
to mil-

©&TS
T

1

This And That

By K. S. F.

■

WE CAN
DELIVER

rood, bad or iadifferSo it pays to make
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w'th Brenda Joyce, Joe Allen, Jr.

COUNTRY STORE
Every Friday Eve ning

Verv Impressive Ceremonies
Marked Friday Night’s
Installation
Mrs. Lecna R. Whitehill was In
stalled as matron of Golden Rod
Chapter OES. Friday night at an
impressive ceremony with Mrs.
Doris C. Jordan, retiring worthy
matron as installing officer. She
was assisted by Ralph U Clark, re
tiring worthy patron as worthy pa
tron. Mrs. Gclden H Munro and
Mics Katherine A. Veazie as mar
shals and Mrs. Bertha J White as
chaplain.
Following the installation of the
worthy matron she was escorted to
the East passing under an arch of
flags held by the incoming officers
and was presented with a Colonial
bouquet, the presentation being
made by Little Miss Barbara White
hill aged 4. The patron was es
corted to his seat thrcugh an arch
of swords held by an honor guard
of brother Masons, Leland Drinkwa
ter, Martin Graves, Wilbur Fogg,
Robert Russell. Laurence Perry,
Harold Whitehill, Ll:yd Daniels,
and Roland Racklilf.
During the installation of the star
points, a floral ceremony was pre
sented with each Star Point receiv
ing a bouquet of flowers appropri
ate to her station, the ceremony be
ing conducted by Miss Katherine A.
Veazie. The pledge of allegiance to
the flag and singing of the Star
Spangled Banner with effective
lighting as the scene changed from
darkness to dawn opened the pro
gram. other musical numbers being
given by a ladies trio, Mrs. Ruth
Hoch, Miss Gladys Grant and Mrs.
Muriel Crie and selections by th?
orchestra. Miss Joan Hunt sang,
God Bless America, following the
installation of the worthy matron.
In keeping with tlie times, a gen
eral patriotic color scheme was used
with bouquets of red and white car
nations in blue vases being used
effectively in the banquet hall
where the reception was held follow
ing the installation. Mrs. Jordan
was presented with a past matron’s
jewel and Mr. Clark, who has for
merly served as patron, was pre
sented with a commandery pin on
behalf cf the chapter by Milton M.
Griffin. Both responded in a most
pleasing manner.
Mrs. Whitehill presented Mrs.
Jordan with ia bouquet from the
chapter for her duties of the eve
ning. Mrs. Whitehill appointed the
following committees to serve fcr
the coming year:
George Orcutt, committee of resdutions; I aura Maxey, Gertrude
Boody and Raymond Watts, com
mittee cn character; visiting com
mittee, Ward 1—Eva Maxey and
Phosa Howard; Ward 2—Ruth Albee
and Muriel Drinkwater; Ward 3—
Maude Blodgett and Katharyn St.
Clair; Ward 4—Barbara Russell and
Mabel Thorndike; Ward 5—Helen
Bean and Elizabeth Vinal; Ward 6-Dorethy Childs and Hilma Storer;
Ward 7—Lucy Rhodes and Dorothy
Baxter; Ingraham Hill, Cora Smith;
Thomaston, Maitie Spaulding. Re
freshments were served in the ban
quet hall under the direction of
Mrs. Ivy Oh'atto and Mrs. Vincie
Clark with Mrs. Blanche Fales, Mrs.
Eva Maxey. Mrs. Elizabeth Seavey,
Mrs. Rebecca Jones, Mrs. Leona
Flint and Mrs. Barbara Russell
erving. The decorating was done
ay Mrs Helen Bean and Mrs. I aura
Busweil. The newly installed effl■ers are: Worthy Matron. Leona
R. Whitehill; w:rthy Patron, Win
field L. Chatto: associate matron,
Katherine A. Veazie; associate pa
tron, Roy A. Jones; secretary. Ciara
3. Watts; treasurer, Mi’lie Thomas;
conduct!eos, Gok’en H. Munro; as
sociate Conductress, Flora J. Sav
age; chaplain, Virginia I. Chatto;
marshal, Lucinda R. Ric’j; erganist;
Alta P. Dimick; Adah. Winifred M.
Dimick; Ruth, Bertha J. White; Es
ther, Emma C Harding; Martha.
Pauline H. Hutchinson; Electa.
Helen A Rogers; warder, Esther J.
Graves and sentinel, Hiram H. Crie.

In a single season in a single pond
a third of an acre in area 91 adult
blackhead

minnows

hatched

Coming: “International Lady”

and

reared to fingerling size 6857 min
nows. •

Latest figures indicate 71 per cent
of all the automobiles in the world
are in the United States.

SHOE
SALE
We still have some of
those “Good Shoes’’
left

$1.49 pair

know
Come in and lock them over.
Divine revealing.
They sold for $4 to $6 a pair
Heaped up with sacrificial brands
The flame in mounting
Enkindles ether hearts with love
Beyond the counting.
Reflected back Into each life.
These vast fires glowing
432 MAIN SL ROCKLAND, MI
Do then become the perfect love
Of Christ’s bestowing.

MTAIN’S
SHOE STORE

“SUSPICION”
Tel.
892

Golden Rod Stars

Every-Other-Day
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Speaking Of Habits

MAINE IN WASHINGTON

Our Friend,-W? Ri Walter,
Comments Upon Liquor
and Tobacco

Women In War—What It Means—Automobile
Dealers—Price Control

(From the Offlce of Senator Ralph O. Brewster)

Women have taken the spotlight
in Washington this past week in
studying ways to win the war. We
have talked glibly abcut “all out
war" and what it means. Gradu
ally it is being brought heme to
Americans everywhere that the
total national effort is entirely de
pendent on the contribution of
130 OCO .003 individual citizens
If no one did his part we would
collapse exactly as did France
when France w’as too much tom
by internal dissension and discus
sions. If everyone did their part,
and that is the picture of an
America dedicated 100 percent to
pieparatlcn, the war would be
over within cne year.
Scmewhere in between the re
sult will be found with the date of
our victory dependent upon the
extent to which each one of a 130,020.000 Americans make their con
tribution.
Donald Nelsen, the Production
Star. (I say star instead of czar
because Mr .Nelson Ls a very mildmannered man with a very firm
backbone) has said it all, “America
is ready for any sacrifice that is
necessary and the burden of which
is equitably distributed.”
In these sacrifices women will
bear their full share. This week
leaders of wemen throughout the
country have been assembling in
Washington like the members of
a general staff to get the keynote
for the campaign. The Council
of Women’s Organizations cn Na
tional Defense met here at the
Mayflower with Mrs. Elwood R.
Milliken of West Baldwin, former
President of the Amencan Legion
Auxiliary cf Maine, representing
the women of Maine and conferred
on the defense progra n.
This last week-end t..e General
Federation of Women's Cluos have
been meeting here at the May
flower and Maine women have been
represented by Mrs. Leah Emer
son of Island Falls. President of
the Maine Federation, and Mrs.
Leroy R. Folsom cf Norridgewock,
First Vice President of the Maine
Federation, and Mrs. James D.
Perkins of Boothbay Harbdr chair
man of the Committee or Civilian
Defense. MainP women tnay be
sure that they will receive the
complete story of what is planned
for women’s part in the great na
tional effort ln which America is
now engaged. All the leaders in
Washington in the defense effort
have spoken before these organ
izations to tell the story of what
is planned. There need be no
question about Maine women do
ing their full part.

Everyone should ask himself each
day, “In what way can I be of
help?" “Am I helping or hinder
ing?’’ “Do I contribute more than
I take away from our national
effort?”
Automobile Dealers
Ralph Bonney of Portland has
been elected Secretary cf the Na1 tional Association of Automobile
Dealers and has been in Washing
ton this past week to lay plans for
the measures that are proposed
to help out the situation with
which automobile dealers are faced
by the sudden abolition of their
business.
The National Association met at
Chicago this last week and laid
plans for legislation along the
following lines:
di Giving authority to the
President to freeze the distribution
of finished articles. (Some question
exists a.s to present authority.)
(2) Giving the President or the
Price Control, Administration au
thority to fix prices and conditions
on resale.
(3) Authorizing a government
agency to take over stocks at the
fixed price less a fair deduction
for handling charges.
(4> Providing a moratorium or
exemption on mortgages or leases
covering quarters used fcr sales ,
agencies.
This legislation illustrates the
impact of the national crisis upcn
the million Americans dependent
upon the distribution of automo
biles for a livelihood. This is only
a preview of what i.s likely to come
in many other lines as America
buckles up its belt.

What It Means
If we are to put one-half our
national production into arma
ment items it means the rest of
iu must give up one-half of what
we have hitherto ’enjoyed and
have perhaps ccnsidered necessi
ties—forgetting the amazing num
ber of things with which our an
cestors got along without. Whether
or not democracies have gone soft
with luxurious living and can no
longer stand the sacrifices entailed
in a totalitarian war is going to be
ti termined by what America does
in this next year. In a very real
sense it may be said that women
as well as men will win the war.

Price Control
Maine farmers as well as house
holders continue to be vitally in
terested in the Price Ccntrol Leg
islation. Everyone may be mea
surably reassured by the compro
mise which was adopted in con
ference this past week providing
the House and Senate shall ratify
the Conference Report this pres
ent week which is still in process
of determination as thjs letter goes
to Maine.
Under the Conference Report
the Bankhead Amendment giving
the Secretary of Agriculture a veto
on any particular ceiling for farm
prices is retained which is the as
surance the farmers desire that
they would not be expected to
make bricks without straw cr raise
enough food to feed the nation
without an adequate living wage.
The feeling of the farmer was that
the Department of Agriculture
knew the problem more intimately
than could any other man and
that agriculture must be respon
sible for production. In addition no
ceiling on farm prices may be fixed
below 110 percent of parity which
ir the case of potatoes means ap
proximately $3 a barrel and may
well be $3.50 a barrel by another
Fall as inflationary tendencies
continue to operate. Dairy prices
are also protected by the recogni
tion of marketing agreements
protecting New England milk pro
ducers.
Meanwhile the householder has
a champion in Leon Henderson,
the Price Control Administrator,
who is responsible for the equit
able apportionment of prices and

0EDUCE yOUB CUT AMD LOST GOLF BALK

BV LEARNING ACCURATE HITTING
^RUB BALL AFTER USE.

0ROPER CARE WILL ADD

25%MORE WEAR TO YOUR TIRES. AVOID STRIKING
CURB; DRIVE AT MEDIUM SPEED;
CHECK INFLATION OFTEN...
-

0RV WA1ERPROOF FOOTWEAR BV

WIPING OFF AND STORING OUT OF
JtT

UF’ a»A»

OF RUBBER SAVED
MAKES A
JEEP CAR
TIRE

CONTRIBUTED TO THE WAR EFFORT SY UNITED STATES RUBBER COMPANY

Major Fogler Dead
Civil War Veteran, Born In
Hope, Dies At His Skow
hegan Home
Major John W. Fogler, 97, G.A.R.
veteran of Skowhegan, died Sat
urday at his home after a brief
illness.
Mr. Fogler was born in Hope,
Nov. 21, 1844. son of John and
Mary D. (Payson) Fcgler. He was
married Oct. 6. 1885. to Miss Hat
tie Baker, who survives, as does a
son, Ben Fogler of Belmont, Mass.
Another son, John P., died seme
time ago.
Major Fogler was a memoer of
the Bloomfield Academy trustees
ar.d had oversight of the Skowhe
gan Free Public library. For 28
years he was treasurer of the
Bloomfield Academy board unti!
his resignation a few years ago.
For many years he was treasurer
of Somerset Central Agricultural

society. He was commander of
Russell Post, G.A.R until the post
membership became reduced to
two. and since the death of Samuel
F. Emerson he was the last sur
vivor.
After serving in the Civil War
he was clerk in the Secretary’s cf
State’s office. 1877-1878; clerk and
treasurer in the same offlce 187980; then cashier of the First Na
tional Bank. Augusta, 1880-1887;
cashier and vice president of the
First National Bank. Leavenworth.
Kansas 1887-1898. In the SpanishAmerican war he was major and
paymaster in the United States
Army in 1898. Afterward he was
treasurer of the Washington Times
company, 1900-1907, when he and
Mrs. Fcgler removed to Skowhe
gan, where they have since resid
ed. He was also a representative
of the legislature in 1876.
Funeral services were heli yes
terday afternoon from the home.

White Wings
The term “White wings” was first
applied to the white uniformed
street cleaners organized in 1895 by
Col. George Edwin Waring for clean
ing the streets of New York city.

products among all elements of
the
population — wage-earner,
farmer, and industrialist alike,
and also by the control which the
Best Man at Wedding
President has assured he will ex
The custom of having a best man
ercise over any abuse of power by at a wedding originated in primi
the Secretary* of Agriculture. The tive days of marriage by capture,
President pointed out in a press when the husband called his friends
conference that he cculd “fire him to assist in carrying off the bride.
at any time."
Four-Edge Safety Blade
Senators White and Brewster j
A man in Massachusetts has in
expect to support the Conference t vented a four-edge safety razor
Report.
The situation in the blade. A man in Los Angeles, Calif.,
House is not clarified as this let claims to have used the same razor
ter is mailed.
| blade for eight years.

COURIER-GAZETTE CROSSWORD PUZZLE
Answer to this puzzle on page four
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HORIZONTAL
1-lmmenia
5-Aaeiat*
t-Girl’a name
11- Pertalning to maila
12- Troubles
1^-Pre position
15-A college degree
(abbr.)
16- Preflx. Half
17- Used in negation
18- 8yetem of printing
for the blind
20- Chart
21- Sphere
22-Allows
24—Scanty
28-Vlew
28- Aged
29- Not either
32- Yellowieh brown
33- Enrolle
36—By
38-Happen again
SR-Rubber
42-Greek god of love
44-Portugueee ooln (pi.)
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EVERY 5.000MILES
FOR GREATEST
«IO«T ABOUT TIRE SERVICE...

IHAHT MAB

awkward” she

©W.n'u. service

When my school curriculum
consisted of the three r's—Reading,
■Kiting and ’Rrithmatic — there
were problems in proportion given
me to solve whereby the two ex
tremes were given, and the man
left for me to find.
How much that is like the prob
lem of human life! m every phase
of it we find people at the two
extremes. The good Bock warns
us not to be overmuch righteous
nor overmuch wicked. So it would
seem that one extreme is as dan
gerous as the other. However, there
are phases of life the writer
thinks it best fcr the good of so
ciety to take an extreme stand.
For instance, there are those
Passed by Cermr
who take a teetotal stand against
npHE
manufa
cture
o
f
plane
propellers
from
laminated
wood requires
alcoholic drinks; others trudge
the
services
of
a
keen
eye
and
a
steady
pair
of
hands.
Both blades
along with a moderate indulgence, must be identical in pitch to the merest fraction of an inch and
the c re
but, sad tb say, there are others exercised in measuring the pitch is indicated in the illustration. Lamin ?-J
and too many, who make a wreck wood propellers have several advantages over those made of metal. They
are lighter; they cost less and when struck by bullets or shell fragments,
of their lives with the curse.
they split instead of twisting. One of the largest propeller plants in
How about tobacco? Just the Canada is located in Winnipeg. Before the war it produced propellersame. There are those who be driven snowmobiles which are used extensively for winter trucking in
lieve the use of it a waste of time those sections of the north beyond the reach of highways or railroad
and money, never a builder of
KEEPING WATCH
character or physical health, and
How
much
that entails? Today
there are so many other things to
use. to eat, drink and to make much cf the world is open-eyed,
merry with, other than liquor and open minded, and open-hearted; j
tobacco that none can afford to at least those worthy are openindulge in and cultivate an ap hearted for kindliness, for help, j BY Jf
c
MfcMvrtJvxjvr omhm wxv.petite for unclean things.
for encouragement and for bless
But there are some in “the ings to share with these who are \jJhat does
middle of the road” relative to being blasted by hate and evil.
the tobacco habit. They are mod
Somfe way, some how. some time
THE MOST
erate users, having specific times this futile condition will be con
fAIJUCy TO
usually after meals, to solace 1 quered and right will master cruel
OOP HIGHWAYS
themselves with pipe or quid, ty and wrong.
while with others it is about every
The world is a stage on which
other thing.
her people watch. Many with
1 ’ fHERL DOES
Especially is that true of the 1 jealous grasping, more with gentle
R0ON COW!
cigaret fiend I have met with kindliness and Christian charity,
those who are abject slaves to the I whirlwinds and storms of evil have
FROM
.ill'"
cigaret habit and I do believe it ' always embarrassed the just of
ini'
to be one of the greatest curses 1 heart; today a great tempest of
ever foisted on the human race. ' calamity is swirling and plunging
JlO MOTORISTS
Someone asked the great evange tlrrough our weak civilization, and
>SE MANY
list, Rev. Dwight 1^. Moody, if one trying to master the forces of
TOLL
BRIDGES
could be a Christian and' use to right, but tjiat storm will pass as
bacco. His answer was, “Yes, but all storms peter out, and the sun
he’d be a dirty one."
shine of right will come to
A*
I am enclosing a clipping from strengthen the powers of heavenly
Answers to Quiz for Drivers
Zion’s Herald describing the atti reprieve.
tude of our Navy’s (Director of , Moral and spiritual values will
A.—Weather and not the wi
physical fitness, the once heavy count for more when this great 1 of heavy vehicles is primarily rc.-|H>n
•
r 1
weight champion. Gene Tunney holocaust is ended. Human values sible for damaging ami ruining c .1
towards the cigaret industry. It is now beset by human weaknesses surfaces.
said that every man has his price will find divine values added to ! A.—Carbon may conic from ga-obut it would take a big price to character and thus be sustained i linc or from lubricating oil, usually
buy Gene Tunney.
j and strengthen for achievement i from the latter.
A.—Motorists pay annually
Dr. Cadman was once asked with lasting peace and mobilized $76,000,000 in tolls to cross the na
what was the cleanest paper pub higher aims for living, will require tion’s rivers.
lished.
His answer was, “The leadership of the loftiest spiritual j
Buy Defense Bonds and Stamps
Christian Science Monitor.” Well. and moral calibre.—K. S. F.
I took pains to scan closely every
“ad” in The Courier-Gazette and Subscribe to The Courier-Gazette
failed to discover a single cne that
$3.00 a year
smelled of strong drink cr tobacco.
Now as we know publishers can
take double pay for ads of that
A ROYAL.
nature, it is safe to class the editor
of The Ccurier-Gazette in the cat(OeCef me
agcry of heavy priced men. The
only time I can remember his
Enjoy Ihe iplendor of blue
getting near the tobacco habit is
ilrie* end lummer
—in
when he takes >thosc wonderful
your own American fropiot.
trips with “Bob" Webster. And
El Comodoro Holel offers
ell Ihe fecililies, ell Ihe resfful
with that little pun wiH call it
charm and p»rfecl romforl
“nough sed."
lo mil Ihe mosl electing
'
•
♦
*
Il
•
D
W. R. Walter
taste. Located in Ihe hear!
I !n MUntf. ° £• O n
of downtown Miami—"just a
Waldoboro, Jan. 24.
whisper" from all activities.
/
C®n*r«||y
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fewNG FAME.

“It would be

READ AND ENJOY

DUCTlOW. ADi,^Z^EDG W4Q pan,

SUN, AWAY FROM HEAT...

21

But Janice wasn’t married. Bruce heard her
strange statement, however, and insisted on an
immediate wedding to be rid of Ned Paxton, her
fiance from whom she fled to Alaska. And that
really was awkward. Even in the north wilder
ness, life can be pretty complex what with love
and death and mystery.

Established Januar

X

d

Harcourt”

Plane Props In The Making

d

11

54
1 ib

HORIZONTAL (Cont.)
45-Exieted
47- Performed
48- Dlned
50-Mohammedan calif
52- And (Latin)
53- State of the United
States (abbr.)
54- Listen
55- Respect
55-Sorders
57- Paradiee
58- Courae of food

NW

Mrs. Cuddy’s Letter
“With God’s Help We Will
Do Our Best,” She
Writes
New Haven, Conn., Jan 21.
Editor of The Courier-Gazette:—
Going back to that memorable
day, Dec. 7, we started out to enjoy
a visit with friends in New Britain
and not finding them at home we
decided to go on and view the col
lapsed span cf the new bridge in
which so many lives were lost and
many injured.
Arriving within
walking distance we parked our car
to enable one of our party to visit
the scene of disaster while those re
maining watched a light on a tower
flash on and off, signifying that div
ers were still at work. Leaving the
parking place we had proceeded
only a short distance when we met
a funeral car on its way to the
wreckage for the body of another
victim, bringing the death total to
ten.
Meantime we were turning the
dial of our radio back and ferth as
we always do, when we were sur
prised and shocked to hear the an
nouncement of the sudden and
cowardly attack on Pearl Harbor by
Japan, quickly followed by Japan’s
declaration cf war on the United
States.
Reading in a recent issue of your
paper “Devils Incarnate” by Norman
Lermond, in great modesty of what
I am about to say and I assure you
I am strictly femin'ne, I would like
to see Hitler and that ruthless Jap
anese fiend wcven into a deermat
design with Guargantua producing
the desired effect.
In view at this moment of the
close proximity of war, it is little
wonder therefore, that memory
wanders back to that happy age half
a century ago when life was a very
simple business to the average
American. Today is so different.
The situation as it exists and the
serious threat to our democracy
makes us realize more than ever,
that in place cf worrying about the
low income and the pinch that is
felt by price increases, we should
step an dthink of cur young men
fighting for America and to keep it
united and outline the family budget
to meet war conditions.
It is up to each and everyone of
us to co-operate in doing our bit in
the home and in our daily tasks by
exercising common sense and taking
precautions. And with God’s help
we will do our best.
Mrs. O. G Cuddy.

AWAITS YOU

SPRUCE HEAD

•

The public card party held Thurs
day at the schoclhouse was well
patronized and $12 was realized.
Another party will be held Thurs
day at 740, proceeds for the Red
Cross.
Mrs. John McKenzie and Mrs
Austin Kinney are ill with colds.
Miss Elizabeth T11 was recent
guest of 'her mother. Mrs. Walter
Drinkwater.
Kenneth Drinkwater has been
passing several days with his par
ents, Mr. and Mrs. Earle Drinkwater
in Portland.
A canteen unit has been formed
under the leadership of Mrs. Mar
garet Elwell. Her aides are Mrs.
Eunice Burton, Mrs. Grace York,
Mrs. Ardella Batty and Mrs. Eu
genia Godfrey.
Herbert Elwell has employment al

VERTICAL (Cont.)
15-The whole
18- Poet
19- To engrave with a
corrosive fluid
21-Poiee
23-Prophetess
25-ltalian river
27-Near (abbr.)
30- Consume
31- Placea between
other things
33- Early English (abbr.)
34- A decoy
VERTICAL
35- Preeeed
36- Compenaated
1- Blood vessel
37- Preflx. Backward
2- Permlte
38- Wandered
3- A condiment
40- Musical pipes
4- lt is (eontr.)
41- Revolve
5- Stupid person
43-Perched
5-Entry in an account 45- Abraded
7-Harm
46— Wise
•-Slide
48-Combining form. Air
10- English title (pi.)
40-Formsrly (Poet.)
11- Dim meet
51-Moved swiftly
14-Partleular gifts
54-Secreted
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There are 250 artiitically fur
nished rooms with tub and
shower from $2.50 single and
$4.00 double. Steam heat.
The modern air cooled Coffee
Shop is famous for fine food
—at moderate prices. The
cocktail Lounge is deservedly
popular.
Wan your Miami Vacation
nowl For information or
reservations, addreu
Joseph H. Adams,
Mgr., or your
travel agent.
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Walked Fifteen

And Then This .le
Youth Found Him.
Too Short
Marine Corp.« recruitin
have marked an applicant
nient card “Rejection-Ten
There was quitp a stoi
tj,e card, the story of a l ,
boy, who, anxious lo rei
try had walked 15 miles :
ferson to Augusta in the
ing to sign up with the Unit
Marines. There was tiie
of the disappointed look o
when the doctor, nun n
height had found him
feet three inches high, n.
short for acceptance.
But the Marines in Align
Gerald E. Clark of Jette;
All he needs to do is grow
taller. The Marines lr u
any young fellow who wn
15 miles, and had planned
ing the 15 miles ba< k Un
to fay good-by to his mode

find little difficulty in

inch taller.
In the meantime Gerald ,
his family's farm iu Jeff
has some Murine Corp,
and while he's growing ,
lie’s going to learn about
lines, so that the next mni
mile walk will not be in
Touched by his couragt
termination the officer in
the Augusta station del
station wagon attached i
gusta office to take Clark I
heme after he had been
Furthermore there’s a . t.u
der Issued by First Lieu na
liarn U. Dow that from ie
station wagon will stop m
once a month while t.
checks on Gerald's height

ra'm -1

JAN

Make every da^

count for Amei
We’ve got a brand new
do things in and we’vi
make every second ecu id

In our 1942 program tl
a lot of MUSTS and N<
BES.
WE MUST LICK IIIT1

WE MUST BRING TII
DOWN ON THEIR
KNEES.
WE MUST WORK I I IL
JANS TO WHIP TIIE
OUT OF THEM.
LET’S ST ART MOV I.
AMERICA!

We are showing so;
Values in

SUITS and OVER!
at $25, $30, $:
All Wool Worst

TROUSERS
at $7.50

GREGOR'
TEL. 294
tit) MAIN ST„ ROCKLAl

Snows Shpyard in Rockland.

Leland Morton who has been with
his family the pact three weeks,
went Friday to join his ship in
New York.

5»

VINALHAVEN
AND ROCKLAND
STEAMBOAT CO.

Thursdat
Saturday

COURIER-GAZETTE WANT ADI
WORK WONDER*

131 & a First Street
MIAMI. FLORIDA

BUSINESS Stationery

ROCKLAND, ME.

Service to:
Vinalhaven, North Haven, Ston
ington, Isle au Haut, Swans*
Island and Frenchboro
Effective Sept. 16, 1941
Eastern Standard Time

Let Your Answer to Bombs Be—BONDS!

FALL AND WINTER SERVICE
Subject to change without notice
DAILY EXCEPT SUNDAY
Read Down
Read Up
A.M.
5.30 Lv. Swan’s Island, Ar. 640
6.30 Lv. Stonington,
Ar. 4.40
7.30 Lv. North Haven, Ar, 340
840 Lv. Vinalhaven,
Ar. 2.45
9.45 Ar. Rockland,
Lv. 140

PM.

^9

We are fighting enemies who will stop at nothing. With our
homes, our very Uvea at stake, shall we stop short of giving our
dimes and dollars for Defense? Buy Defense Bonds and Stamps
•very day, every week. Buy as lf your very life depended upon
tt. It Aoet!

I^t us design letterheads,
statements and envelopes th
personalize your correspoi'd'
ence and impress your climb
TEL. 770

The Courier-Gazette
Job Printing Dept.

Or

MRS
<20 MAIN ST
Offl

